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U. motivated by gay
marriage proposal
JEFF HINDENACH
MANAGING EDITOR

Craig Cammbell. agreedHe said that it someone wants a
law changed, they need to talk to the
legislatures, for example, if the legislatures in Vermont decide against
the court's decision, it may be overruled.
Yet even if Vermont rules in favor
of gay marriages, the hope that Ohio
will follow suit is unlikely. In the
past few years, every state but Ohio

ing. There are a lot of stereotypes
and misconceptions I don't know
why gender should come in the
way."
Another problem.is that gay marriage is banned in many religions;
therefore,
many people argue it
should be illegal. However, according to gay supporters, this is not
always the case.
"Some clergy arc actually for gay
marriage," Patterson said. "And
some religions will perform marriage ceremonies."
Local religious organizations
refused to comment on the situation.
"Everyone has a right to
Choose their beliefs," Patterson
said. "Just don't push beliefs on
others and condemn. That's not
the way to go."
Jane Rosser. Vision's advisor
and a graduate assistant in
women's studies said the issue
needs to he addressed in Ohio.
Associated Press Photo especially because of medical
decisions

As activists protest a Vermont
law that would allow same sex marriages. University students arc hop
ing for similar legislation in Ohio
"I do think that this is something
that will happen," said Tony
Schwab, freshman education major.
"We have history on our side
because of the minorities who
have succeeded before, and we
have come a long way."
Jason Patterson, vice president
of Vision, is also hoping for a
similar law, but said he is willing
to compromise.
"Gays should be allowed to
marry if they love each other, or
they should at least be recognized
as a couple." Patternson said.
In a historic act. Patternson
said. Vermont's State Supreme
Court ruled six weeks ago that
gay couples deserved the same
rights and benefits as heterosexual
couples. If passed bv state legislatures. Vermont will become the APPLES AND ORANGES
ANC,fcb — Rabbi
Rat)DI
first stale to allow these marriages. .. \. .r. u °7
Michael Cohen
of the Israel
* Kb Vermont
'WM liVH It iltipi
hlllV VWUI1
»••
The
Supreme
Cour made their decision based on the Congregation in Manchester, Vt.,
fact that same-sex couples arc holds an apple and an orange while
allowed to adopt children and Ver- testifying about same-gender
mont law defines marriage as an marriage before the House Judicial
institution to raise a family. Hence, Committee at the Statehouse in
jhey .should be allowed then to ge, Montpelier, Vt„ Wednesday. Cohen

Associated Press Photo

PROTEST — Dave Wake, left, and Sara Donhowe, both students at Luther College in Decorah,
Iowa, join hands as they and other students hold a peaceful protest against members of the
Wcstboro Baptist Church who carry anti-gay signs Sunday.

DAYTON — Vice President Al
Gore urged a friendly audience of
labor leaders yesterday to help elect
him president and to use their growing strength and the nation's strong
economy to block anti-union efforts.
Speaking to about 700 union officials and others at a dinner sponsored by the AFL-CIO Regional
Labor Council, Gore said union
membership is on the rise following
years of declines and after the Reagan and Bush administrations sent
"an ill wind blowing" against labor.
"Working men and women are on
the move," said Gore. 'There is a
feeling of momentum."
Gore said organized labor is the
only check against the effect on
Congress of corporate special interests.
"And there is only one organization capable of balancing the
unhealthy concentration of power in
the workplace. That is the union."
said Gore. "Our country will be better off when we remove the barriers
to organizing."
Gore urged the labor leaders to
use this time of economic prosperity

and growing membership to fight
anti-union efforts.
"We ought to take it to them." he
said. "We need to not just play
defense. We need to go on the
offense."
Gore, who has been endorsed by
the AFL-CIO. was joined at the
event by AFL-CIO President John
Sweeney; Ed Fire, president of the
International Union of Electronic
Workers; and William Burga. president of the Ohio AFL-CIO.
Gore looked comfortable with
the crowd, who gave him several
standing ovations. He peppered his
.it) minute speech with jokes and at
one point took the microphone from
the lectern and waded into the audience.
Gore said the March 7 primaries
in Ohio and other states, such as
California and New York, will be a
key turning point in his race with
fellow Democrat Bill Bradley. He
urged the crowd to organize and get
out the vote.
"Right here in Ohio the decisive
choice is going to be made," he said.
"I want to fight for you. I want to
fight for your union."
Robert Lese. of the Southwest

Ohio Regional Council of Carpenters, was among those in the crowd.
He said he supports Gore because he
thinks his presidency would mean
continued good economic times.
"This growth has been great.
This is something we need to stay
with." said Lese. "If the economy
changes, our life gets terrible."
Larry Naas. a member of IUE
Local 801, echoed Lese's comments.
"I feel he's for the working man,"
Naas said of Gore. "Hopefully, we'll
keep the economy going for the next
10 years."
Outside the banquet hall, feelings
for Gore were not as warm.
Some anti-abortion protesters
with signs and photos of aborted
fetuses lined the roadway where
Gore's departing motorcade was to
pass.
And a half-dozen environmental
activists protested what they said
was a broken promise by Gore to
not allow a hazardous waste incinerator in East Liverpool. Ohio, to
operate.
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GORE — Vice President Al Gore greets Bill Nix, President, AFLCIO Regional Labor Council, right and Wes Wells, Executive
Director, AFL-CIO Regional Labor, center, during a AFL-CIO
Leadership dinner in Dayton, Wednesday.

SRC remains popular place to work
200 students submitjob applications, only 75 hired
STEFANIE SIZEMORE
STAFF WRrrER
Jobs at the Student Recreation Center
have always been in high demand, and this
year is not exception.

come to complain, so people enjoy working
here." he said.
Levin said the SRC starts hiring now for
next year because it would be impossible to
start the process at the beginning of the fall
"With the time it takes to hire and train,
we must start the process now," he said.

Just earlier this week, Scott Levin, SRC
director, found students lined up outside the
SRC waiting for applications.

Presently, the SRC is screening the 200
applications they accepted last week. From
Feb. 21 to Feb. 25 they will hold interviews
for about 120 out of the 200 applicants.

"Every year we have students here waiting because we only hand out a certain number of applications," he said. "These jobs are
in such high demand that people want to
make sure they get a shot."
Levin thinks that the jobs are in such
high demand because the SRC is a positive
place to work.
"We are not an office where students
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Minorities
in college
increase
enrollment
Tut ASSOCIATED

PRESS

Black and Hispanic high school
graduates are getting swept up in the
tide of Americans pouring onto col
lege campuses, with enrollment
climbing steadily for both groups in
the 1990s, a study found.
However, the rate of blacks fin
ishing high school fell in the late
1990s, and Hispanics lagged far
behind whites and blacks in getting
their high school diplomas, according to the report released today by
the American Council on Education
in Washington
The study analyzed Census and
Education Department figures for
1996-97, the latest available. The
til fund, the charitable arm of General Electric Co., paid for the
research.
College attendance at any time
among all high school graduates
aces IS io 24 reached a record high
ot 45 percent in 1997. Among
whites, the figure was 45 percent, up
from 41 percent in 1991; blacks, a
record 40 percent, up from 32 percent in 1991; Hispanics. 36 percent,
vs. 33 percent in 1994.
Enrollment for blacks. Hispanics.
Asian-Americans and American

I See ENROLLMENT, page 6.

"We are not an office
where students come to
complain, so people enjoy
working here."
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semester.

More than 200 people submit applications, but only around 75 will make the cut.

Levins said that seeing students waiting
at the door for applications is nothing new.

'"

Yet Michael Marsh. Bowling said that although the two fruits are lllc,c „ more involved with the
(ireen city attorney, said that IUS*! different, they are part of the same same sex marriages issue than just
because the court passed the law group, and encouraged lawmakers homophobia.
lnmk ,ht
doesn't mean it will be enacted.
to view gays and heterosexuals that
' '-suc is the wa>
society is structured, and I have
"This is not a federal issue." way also.
concerns on the focus of arguMarsh said. "You will not find an
ment." she said "Men and women
answer in the Constitution States
are still not equal, and I think the
choose how marriages arc defined, lias introduced some lypc ol s.unitime and attention should be focused
sex marriage law. which leaves
and each state has a different law
on civil rights because the two
Ohio law says marriage is between a some gay-Supporters asking why.
Schwab
believes
il
has
much
to
issue- are linked "
man and a women."
Rosser said that the problems
Marsh said the courts "just inter- do with misconceptions.
posed by the issue are not only for
"I
think
people
are
against
this
pret the laws, they don't make
because of homophobia.' he said
them."
"Basically, it's a lack of understand
Magistrate of the probate court.
i See PROPOSAL, page 6.

Gore tells labor union he will fight for them
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

K,ing

partner were to be in an accident.
doctors would (to to the family
instead of to her about medical
decisions
"1 'eel torn about it," she said
' "-""-'m lhc facl ' can ' ,orm a
«"''>»«''* my partner and that I
"X^SSSTtSAm tha,

After the interview process, around 75
students will be selected to handle jobs like
floor supervisor, weight room supervisor,
equipment supervisor and customer service
representative.
"We will make our final decision before
spring break, and then in April we will have
a training meeting," he said.
Levin said that the SRC is looking for
outgoing, reliable and responsible students.

Scott Levin
Student Recreation Center Director
Nicole Buttermore. junior political science major, was one of the lucky people to
be hired by the SRC two years ago.
"I have worked al the SRC for the past
two years and I love it," she said.
Buttermore did not know that working at
the SRC was such a big deal until she was
hired.
"I just happened to be at the SRC on one
of the days they were accepting applica-

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ BG News Photo

tions," she said. "Now that I see what a big SRC — The position of student lifeguard is
deal it is, I feel privileged to work here."
one of many desirable jobs at the Rec.

Men's basketball gets
back on track with a
77-68 win over Buffalo.
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Israeli jets strike Lebanon again after attack

World
In Brief

THt ASSOCIATED PRESS
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Israel
i staged .insinkcs on suspected hideouts of Lebanese guerrillas Wednesday and warned it would set
Lebanon on fire if the militants
! retaliated with rockets.
Lebanese Prime Minister Salim
\ Hoss shrugged oft the warning by
Israeli Foreign Minister David Levy,
who said that if guerrilla rockets hit
I Israeli towns, "the soil of Lebanon
will burn."
Hoss said Levy's threats were
|
part of Israel's "terrorism" against
Lebanon.
"In making these threats, he
reminds us of the genocide mentality that characterized Nazism in
Hitler's time," Hoss said. He added
that since the guerrillas were
responding to Israel's occupation of
southern Lebanon, "we say that the
solution, simply, would be to terminate the Israeli occupation."
The llth straight day of Israeli
strikes, following raids on Lebanese
power stations and guerrilla bases,
drew further condemnation from
Arab states and pushed back the
chance of resuming the peace talks
between Israel and Syria that were
suspended indefinitely last month.
"This aggression exposes the true
intentions of the Israelis towards the
peace process." Jordanian legislators said in a statement Wednesday.
Saudi Arabia's government said the
attacks constituted ' "the biggest
damage to the Middle East peace
process."
Israeli jets fired 12 missiles at
three suspected guerrilla positions in
Jabal al Daher. outside the town of
Nabatiyeh and on nearby Wadi alHojair, Lebanese security officials
said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Israeli jets fired 18 missiles in
three daytime and three nighttime
raids Wednesday at guerrilla hideouts or launch sites for rockets along
a 12-mile stretch of south Lebanon,
the security officials said.

nan stands firm on U.N.ruminated trial of Rouge
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP)
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annul remains firm in demands for
international domination of a proposed tribunal for Khmer Rouge
leaden, rejecting key provisions of
t ambodias plan.
In a letter to Cambodian premier
Hun Sen, obtained today by The
dated Press, Annan urged an
independent, international prosecutor and a majority of U.N.-appointed
judges. Cambodia has rejected such
demands as infringing on its sovereignly.
"The United Nations ... maintains
its long-standing position that its
cooperation and engagement in the
process of establishing a tribunal for
the prosecution of crimes committed
during the Khmer Rouge regime, is
contingent upon meeting international standards of justice, fairness
and due process of law," Annan
wrote.
Hun Sen's staff declined to comment on the letter today, except to
say that it was received late Tuesday
. nJ wus under review.
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Countdown begins for shuttle launch
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. —
\liii replacing a critical space shutlle part, NASA began another launch
countdown for Endeavour's longdelayed mission 10 map Earth.
Endeavour is scheduled to blast
off at 12:30 p.m. Friday. This morning, shuttle weather officer Ed
Pnselac said there is an 80 percent
chance of acceptable launch conditions, although crosswind could be a
problem.
The M-day mission:— to create
the most complete and accurate
topological map of Earth by using
ladar — was scheduled for Septemlici but was delayed so NASA could
fix damaged wiring in the shuttle.
A new launch date was set for
Jan. 31. but a computer malfunction
halted the countdown.
The faulty master events connoller has since been replaced: engineers still don't know why it put out
nl data. The controller is needed to
send commands to ignite the two
solid rocket boosters at liftoff and to
later separate the boosters and external fuel tank from the shuttle.

Associated Press Photo
FIRE — Smoke billows from suspected Hezbollah guerrilla positions after Israeli jets launched 15 air-to-surface missiles in the
southern valley near Kafra village, 15 kilometers southeast of the Labanese port city of Tyre Sunday. Hezbollah guerillas assassinated the second highest ranking official in the Israeli-allied Army Sunday.

Immigration key to rise of far right across Europe
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PARIS — Across Europe, the
rise of the far right has gone hand in
hand with a hatred of foreigners
Many foreigners have come to
the old continent seeking freedom
and prosperity. But for a growing
number of Europeans, the immigrants represent a threat to their
jobs, their safety, their language, the
benefits of the welfare state and
even their way of life.
Anti-immigrant sentiment cuts

across class lines, hitting rich countries like Austria and poorer ones
like Spain. Bui every far-righl party
relies on a fear of foreigners to win
votes.
"It's the only thing that keeps
them going. If you want to find one
thing in common among far-right
panics, it's an obsession with foreigners." said Christopher Husbands, a professor of sociology al
the London School of Economics.
Most European countries have
seen the number of immigrants and

asylum seekers swell in recent years,
with the pool of foreigners most
noticeable in smaller countries.
One in ten people living in Austria is now believed lo be a foreigner, while in neighboring Switzerland, the number is one in five.
Many are legal residents, but thousands arc not.
Strong tar-right parties flourish in
both countries, as they do in some of
the wealthy Nordic nations, where
generous social benefits create an
attractive destination for asylum

hopefuls.
Joerg Haider's Freedom Party, a
coalition partner in the new Austrian
government, displayed election
posters across Vienna last year
warning of "Ueberfremdung" — a
word thai means "over-foreignizalion" and is associated with Ihc Nazi
era.
In Swiizcrland, the Swiss People's Party made big gains in national elections in October, taking 22
percent of the vote after campaigning with the slogan "Stop Asylum

Abuse."
In Norway, the Party of Progres
which opposes all immigration froi
non-European cultures beyond
U.N. quota, received 15 percent i
the vote in the last national elections
in 1997. In Denmark, the anti-immigrant People's Party gets nearly 16
percent in the polls. In Germany, the
Deutsche Volksunion polled 25 percent among young voters in the eastern state of Saxony-Anhalt in 1998
after preaching thai foreigners
endangered jobs and were responsible for crime.
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Devil's l^l^tipna ry
In 1881, Ambrose Bierce, working as flic editor of the
San Francisco-based Wasp, penned his first installment
of The Devil's Dictionary. Over ill century later, BierceS
a£j-t definitions are the most widely>qtjpted American wit:
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•...But you mention the word "Greek" to any

Hypocrite, n. One who, profeiwugwirtues fhjt he does

of them, and they're ready to raise hell
(or write a column/letter to the editor).

not respect, secures the ,idv.mtojga.oi s^enuVig to be what
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ces Evening
News r
ABC World
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NBC Nightly
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Newsnrjur With Jim Lehrer M
Home
Improvem ant
Simpsons !'
Stereo),~

Wheel of
Jeopardy! '
FertuM I
Entertainment Hollywood
Tomghl |
Squares I
Drew Cuey (In Frasier (In
Siereo) X.
Siereo) X
Newshour With Jim Lehrer 31

Arthur Whai is
Thai Thing'
Mid About
Seinfelo lh*
Vou (In SWrao] Pick" I
Simpsons j
Friends ,ln
Siereo) I

GcoKol
Virtue*
Friends (in
BMfO] m
Frfmdtfln
Stereo) 3t

Diagnosis Murder "Minder by
Chicago Hope ' Gray Wallers'
48 Hours "The Perfect CMd (In
Remote" (In Stereo) K
(In Stereo) X
Siereo) X
Whose Line Is Whose Une Is ATcWjnlstoBeaMii!ior..irt 20720 Downtown X
It Anyway? X It Anyway? X In Siereo) X
Friends..'.
Jesse ''
Frasier Oul
Siark Raving
ER Be SMI My Heart" (in
With Dad" X
Mad (In Stereo) Siereo) X
Stereo) X
Btflykissangel' Wissmg You
Mysteryl 'Torching Evri"
Walker Evans/America lin
Already"
Swtol [Piii I of 2] I
Siereo) X
This Old
New Yankee
HystecyrTouctwig Evil' {in
Walker Evans/America (In
House I
Workshop X
Stereo) (Pan 1 or 2)1
Siereo) X
Movie: t.', "TheLosi World Ji/'assj:Park '(1997. Science Fidoni JeftGoUblum. Juaanne Moore.
Pele Postlerhwa.le An e>ped:ion reiurns (o nonilo- airioiajis' picgress (In Stereo) X
WWE Smackdown! (in Siereo, I
ISports-Delroit

Late Show tin
Nighll.ne :
Tonight Show
(in Siereo) X
Red Green
Red Green |E
Stereoj
LtdymBeo*
AsTimeGoes Charlie Rose
in Stereo) X
By
NewsrarJio
'Negoliai-on'
Frasier nn
Frasier
Siereo) X
N Hkwtar I

CABLE STATIONS

UK
COM
DISC
ESPN

Movie: **'; "WarningShol"MX7.Diama) OavirJ Janssen. Ed
Begley A delectrve seeks lo dear his name allei a man is kited
Saturday Nlglit Ll»» .5
Dally St!0« ,R IWInBen
Stein's Money
Your New House;flj
Wild Discovery 'Whales Down
Under" (R;
College Basketball Pittsburgh a:
Sporlsccnter .rr

Movie •«* "The Candidate"'(1972. Drama) RoOen Redtord. Pe:er
Boyle A young Njea'sl is ueisaaded lo run tor ihe Senate
Movie: •* AiVignftft me Lift oUmmy Rearoon' (1968. Comedy)
A suburban high-school yad looks lowaid an uncertain luture
On the Inside Demotilons' (Rj Secrets ol the Pharaohs R>
Wesi Virginia [UvaJ

Movie- *t*'j "Cnamptn (1949. Orama) Krt Douglas. Ruth
Roman A bo»er ignores loved ones in his desire town
Win B»n
Turn Ben Stein Daily Show " (Win Ben
Stem s Mono
Stain's Money On G*a:e Slick
Beyond Bizarre ;R)
On the Inside Demolitions";

College Basketball Sy.icuseat ouisvu* (Uve;

Sportscentu :

tailcab Confessions 2 (R) (In
(4.30) Movie: **'J "RoL\n
Children In War The »npacl ol war and terrorism as seen through Movie: «t* "Introducing Dorotfw DindnOge' (.999, Biography)
HBO Hoed Pmceot Ttoeves 11991) the eyes ol children (R) (In Siereo) X
Hate Berry Based
lased on the Me o* the history making actress R'X
Stereo) X
Arms in Action "Artillery" X
High Point* In Hietory 'The Sparnsn American War" Exploring
Vigilantes LR; I
Dynamite (R)X
Secrets ot World War ll Wond
HIST war against Spam, which led lo a brush with imperialism (R)_
Wat 11 s Battle ot the North Capa
College Basketball Arizona at Washington
FOX Sports
College Basketball Cleveland State at Wnght Slate (Live)
Coach Ro.ite
FOX Sporta
FOX Sportt
FSO News
Mauimmo
News Rewind News
(Uve;
Movie 'from a.** T.i'D**n2.
Sliders (in Stereo) X
Movie: *« XJiaWwi or* fh« NQTU" (1992. Horror) Peiei OeLu.se A Movie. •'; Tmmuum TADa»n2 feiasflWOMvwy' (1999.
SCIFI
vampire sinks its teelh JIIQ the necks ol townspeople (In Stereo)
Horror) A vampre Mten cnmrat goes on a bioody 'a^page
re«asB/oodWonev"(i999)
Home Again
Home Again
Trauma Canter Inlani «i|ured in Raging Rivera Eiammingthe
Civil Rights Martyrs Free at Last Men women and chidren
Raging flivtfa E«am«wiQM
TLC
power ot the flash tlood (fi)
power ol the lush Hood (R(
(R)(PartBol9) (R)(Parltof8) a car crash
ought ft aquafhj
In the Heat ol the Night Ones ER Carter's Choce" (In Siereo) Movie: i.1; Tough Guys (t98o Comedy) Bud Lancaster. Krt IMovte: «*t •OeadAtenDonl West fta«T(l982, Comedy) Sieve
Douglas Elderly robbers rerum la enma IWI30 years »n pnson ff Mar'tn A detective encounters 1940s liim characters durog a case
and the Grand Udy ('"Stereo) X
Walker. Texas Ranger
Baywatch Deep Troube ' (In
'JAG Delenseiess'" (In Ste<eo)
Movie:*»* "Fa' j^jAway"('992. Drama) TomCruise. Ncole Kidman. ThomasGtbson AclassUSA
djCtam C;-'se m SUno
couple go lo lath-century America, (in Siereo) X
Before They Were Rock Stars Benlnd the Music (R; (in
Where Are They Now? XMd
Usl Best Song (Before They
IBahind the Muaic Red Hot CMi lUst Best '90s [Behind the
VHI
l>
Were
Stars
R)
(In
Stereo)
Stars'" (R) (In Stereo)
Stereo)
(Peppers. Insane Clown Posse
Muse VKKO"
Music (R)

2000 FRATERNITY
RECRUITMENT
PRESENTS...

The Ideal Fraternity Man
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academically Sound
• Goal Oriented
Accountable
* Highly Involved
Credible
* Honest
Culturally Diverse
* Morals
* Motivated
Dependable
* Positive Participant
Enjoys Athletics
* Respectable
Fun
Gentleman
^^_^
-2000 INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL

YOU HAKE THE CALL!!

TONIGHT

7:30-9:30 All Fraternity Locations
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Good day started by doing good deeds
Why is it that one stranger can so
strongly impact your day?
Last week was the Organizations
Fair. I was DJ-ing the event, so I had
to haul all of this heavy equipment
across campus. Lucky for me the
equipment had wheels on the bottom
making it easier to transport.
I had just passed the Union Oval
area when one wheel broke and I
was pretty much stranded there in
the middle of campus, with all of
this heavy equipment.
Now this day really couldn't have
gotten much worse! I was in a horrible mood in the firs, place and now
this! It was one of those days when
you wake up on the wrong side of
bed and everything goes down hill
from there.
At this point I stormed off to the
Information Media Services (IMS)
office in Olscamp. I walked into the
office, and someone behind the desk
politely asked, "May I help you?"
My response was, "Yes I need a
flat bed dolly...please," in a barely
polite tone.
"What do you need that for?" the
gentleman behind the desk asked
quizzically.
"I'm supposed to be DJ-ing the
Organizations Fair in 101 Olscamp,
I'm an hour late and my sound system is stuck in the middle of campus," I respond, sounding even more
irritated.
The gentleman behind the desk
begins, "sound system..."
At this point I cut him off and in
the bitchiest tone I can find I say,
"Yes a sound system. A really

Anti-Greek says
nothing new

First. I must express appreciation
for Mr. Arnett's recognition that the
stereotypes used to criticize Greek
life do not apply to all individuals in
sororities and fraternities. Unfortunately, this spirit of fairness is not
continued throughout the rest of his
commentary.
The heart of his first criticism is
that community service done by
Greeks is "a subtle, undeniable
insult, like a tip from a burglar."
The relationship between a burglar and a member of a Greek organization is not clear to me. What is
it that these people have gained
unfairly? It is certainly not opportunities to help the community —
there are an abundance of student
organizations that offer such opportunities. This is not the issue that
concerns me the most, though.
Arnett equates being Greek and
therefore, wealthy — another stereotype — with having resources and
time for community service; apparently, it is this issue that taints Greek
service.
I would like to know why Mr.
Arnett feels that being Greek gives
one more resources and time than
are available to non-Greeks. But
besides this point, I am confused as
to why having time and resources
taints an act of service. To this date,
I have heard few criticisms of Bill
Gates for giving money to charity.
In fact, I have always equated having adequate means to help others
with the responsibility to do so.
And let's face it — most of us,
being American and having the
means to go to college — have more
than adequate resources to help others. Why, then, is it a good thing for
University Ambassadors to perform
community service, but a bad thing
for Greeks to do the same?
Finally, I would like to address
his criticism that individuals who
are Greek owe their personal success to their status as a fraternity
•brother or a sorority sister. This
claim is insulting all around,
because it neglects to mention something we all know: if one is motivated, hardworking and confident, he

f**king big and heavy sound system
is sitting in the middle of campus."
Shocked and a little set back, the
gentleman said in a controlled and
polite voice, "Let me see what I can
do."
At this point he made a phone
call and found a dolly to help me
out!
Walking with the gentleman to
the sound system with the dolly, the
gentleman introduced himself as
Chris.
I then began to apologize
immensely for being such a HUGE
bitch earlier. He thought nothing of
it!
Chris then helped me to load the
sound system onto the dolly. He
pushed it to the location that I was so
desperately trying to reach. On the
second trip he even carried one of
the speakers, which are not light (let
me tell you).
Once all of the equipment was at
the required destination. Chris even
proceeded to help me to set up the

or she is equipped to succeed.
Does being Greek promote success?
If it promotes these characteristics, then the answer is yes. But a
non-Greek with these qualities will
succeed just like a Greek who has
these qualities. All one needs to do
to observe this pattern is look at people he deems to be successful - were
all of them Greek in college?
I
Probably not — some of them
may not have even attended college.
Arnett's criticisms are a refreshing break from the usual stereotypes.
Yet it seems to me that they rest
upon the same old attitude that criticizing Greek life is acceptable in
ways that criticizing vegetarians,
brunettes or lacrosse players is not.
BGSU cannot be the "equalizer"
Mr. Arnett would like it to be until
attitudes such as (his one are no
longer encouraged.
Kari Freeman
karil226 @ yahoo, com

Doing good things
isn't all that bad

First, I would like to say it is sad
that that Jeff Arnett has to hide
behind puppets and couldn't admit
that those thoughts were his own. I
don't dislike him for the article
because you can't fault the ignorant.
I also don't understand how a
young man who's only experience
with Greek Life is a flyer, can put
down an organization that he knows
nothing about.
I am glad to say that besides what
the article tells me. Mommy and
Daddy don't pay for me to be in my
fraternity. I work my butt off all
summer and during the school year
to be a part of the fraternity experience. You see I don't scrape food
off plates for University dining for
fun. I know what people must be
saying right now, "If it cost so much
why do have to pay for friends
then?" Truthfully I'm not. Yes I pay
dues for a very good reason. It is
very hard to rent a banquet hall for
homecoming and other occasions
without the magic word — money.
That is just a little example of
what the money goes to, I don't
want to bore you with the details.

equipment. At this point my entire
mood had changed and I was introducing Chris to people as "My
Hero."
Instead of letting my bad mood
and anger effect him (and however
many people I would come into contact with after him), this one random
act of kindness turned around my
entire day!
By choosing not to return my
anger with his own dose of anger.
Chris stopped the cycle. I was much
happier to see the next person I saw
if 1 had not run into Chris.
Next week. Springboard is sponsoring a Random Act of Kindness
week entitled "Open Your Heart
Week."
Student organizations are encouraged to participate, but so is everyone, on an individual.
One way to participate is to do
what they call pass-a-heart. Talk to
someone new that day. someone in
one of your classes, or just someone
you pass on the way to your class
every Monday/Wednesday/Friday.
After becoming acquainted with
this new "friend," you pass them
your signed heart. Encourage them
to pass the heart along as well and
see how far it goes.
(Hint, hint: this could be used as
the excuse to talk to that guy or girl
that you've had your eye on.)
I wonder how many people or
organizations are going to participate in the event. I would like to
encourage everyone to participate.
Random Acts of Kindness can
mean so much to the person that yo

I am also confused by the attacks
on Greek involvement in community service.
First, people complain that
Greeks don't do anything (by the
way we do). Then people complain
when we take credit for what we
have done. If that's wrong send me
straight to hell right now I like to be
rewarded for some things that 1 do.
But I didn't spend a weekend building a 660-ft.
Handicapped accessible boardwalk for my own advancement. 1
did it for the young woman who for
the first time in her life could enjoy
the wooded area (at the facilities)
because she was confined to a wheel
chair. I'm sorry if that sentence was
a little long but I get a little mad
when people question my motives
for doing work such as building that
boardwalk for those kids at the facility.
Also, it is a really poor showing
when the writer specifically attacked
a fraternity because of a flyer, not an
offensive flyer, just a flyer. All
because he misread the meaning in
the flyer's slogan doesn't give
grounds to abuse your position as a
writer for The BG News.
This article also gave me a little
flash back to the idea of the sixties
as it has been explained to me. It
attacks an organization just because
it is successful and established. This
is one of the lamest excuses to attack
any organization.
Finally. I'm not asking everyone
to love Greek Life and I'm not asking for everyone to go out and join
one. Even thought I do believe that
people should take an intelligent
look at Greek Life (this would help
opinions like the one shown in
"Don't Hate Greeks for the Wrong
Reasons" at least have some facts to
them) and to respect us. As an entire
organization. Greeks have worked
hard and long for our respective
organizations, just as the writers and
si:ill at The BG News has (which is
filled with flaws seen everyday).
■Darrell Williams
dwill@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Since The BG News had so many
letters, we were unable to prim them
all. Please visit our website to tee
the rest: bgnews.com/opinton

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in response to a current
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave It In the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to
tranSbgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during
the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty. University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Spring 2000 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photoAlso, you can check out back issues of the Opinion graph descriptions.
page on the web at www.bgnews.com.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.
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are considerate to but can also make
you feel so much belter about yourself.
One smile, meaningless to you.
could make someone else's whole
day.
It shouldn't take Springboard to
bring you to participate in Random
Acts of Kindness. Simply holding
open the door for someone, or complimenting someone that seems a little down today, are some simple
things that you can do for other peopie.
Try asking someone how they are
doing and actually stopping to hear
their answer. These Acts of Kindness don't have to be as time consuming or in depth as what Chris did
for me!
The more I think about it, the
more these Random Acts of Kindness seem to be common courtesies
that people should be paying to one
another on a day-to-day basis anyway.
Some people practice Random
Acts of Kindness every day. Many
times these Random Acts of Kindness go unnoticed. To anyone out
there who has performed a Random
Act of Kindness that has gone unnoticed. I thank you — especially
Chris!
Laura Salasek is IK, News
columnist. She wants everyone to
live a little better, to live a little
nicer, and again she gives a shout'
out to Chris. Contact her at
salasek® hot/nail.com

e street
Question: What is your opinion on gay marriages? Should
they be legal?

Ryan Salsgiver
Senior
IPC
"I don't care as
l«ng as I'm not in

it."

Erin Norman
Sophomore
IPC I
"Whatever floats
your boat,"

Freddie and
Frieda Falcon
Senior
Spirit
u
If bird marriages
are legal, anythintf-should be!"

kite^
Criston Smith
Junior
Exercise Specialist
"All marriages
should be "happy."

Kevin Klein
Senior
Math Education
"Yeah, I don't
have a problem
with that."

Be polite while in mosh pits
Call me old-fashioned, but back
in my day. a person could freely
jump into any mosh pit.
I get so pissed off when I go to
concerts nowadays. I find myself
and my friends leaving bloody, battered, trampled, or left out.
This just should not be!
The objective of moshing is to
dance, make physical contact, and
bounce off of other people without
intentionally causing serious harm
to them. The objective of the mosh
pit is to create an atmosphere fostering unrestricted self-expression and
interaction with the live music.
The feeling you get when
smashed between hundreds of
strangers all in the same groove is
worth the inevitable bruises and bit
of pain.
However it only takes a single
person or small group to ruin the pit
for everyone.
It seems that a minority of concert-goers are missing the entire
point of moshing and ruining the
entire experience. What was once a
spontaneous reaction to good, hard
rock music is now just expected. I
have found that these people generally fit into one of three categories.
The first and most common
group includes the sweaty, shirtless,
alcohol fueled examples of male
aggression at its finest. This is by
far the most popular that I have seen.
They come to concerts looking
for a fight. They're liquored up, the
testosterone is flowing, and they
want to inflict some pain. Often it
seems that a mosh pit begins as a
communal gathering of souls, eventually overthrown by these ogres.
The best way to deal with them is
get out of their way.
Secondly, we have the gropers.
At the most recent concert I attended, I had the overwhelming joy of
overhearing a guy comment excitedly that he could easily cop a feel
there without getting himself into
trouble.

"Physical contact is
of course a necessary
ingredient for the
mosh pit, but no
groping!"
The mosh pit is a place for this
bastard and others of his kind to
interact with the opposite sex in
ways thai (heir one-handed fantasies
and self-inflicted spankings couldn't
provide. Just because a girl is floating over your head or dancing
beside you doesn't mean she's coming on to you.
Most females are already intimidated, so please don't make it more
difficult for us. The bottom line is
thai women must always be respected in the pit — and everywhere else
for that matter.
Finally, we have the pubescent
boy group. These kids weren't the
ones in the pits years ago. They're
the younger brothers and sisters, (he
ones who were first introduced to
moshing by MTV.
Now I admit that I'm a younger
sibling as well, but I was able (o
learn from the older crowd.
My older brother played in various bands for years; I always went to
his shows. My first experience with
this boy group came a couple years
ago, when I found myself lying on
my back staring al ihe ceiling of a
liny bar.
.

Just seconds before I had been in
a very small mosh pit with just a few
guys that 1 knew, including one of
these pubescent boys. He had no
idea what he was doing; and the culmination of his evening was to send
me flying over some speakers landing with my head resting just inches
from the kick drum.
This type has now progressed to
the extreme. It would be one thing if
the kids knew how to mosh, but
throwing punches and kicks just
isn't cool. At least have some technique. These guys tend to simply
flail their arms and kick their feet at
everyone's heads then turn around to
high five their friends.
These guys need to be taken aside
and taught some proper moshing etiquette.
Yes there is a certain etiquette to
follow when moshing. You watch
out for others, you pick them up if
they fall down. You don't try to start
fights, drag people in, or keep them
from leaving.
Physical contact is of course a
necessary ingredient for the mosh
pit, but no groping!
Ideally, the point of impact is
supposed to be gentle and friendly
but at the same time adrenaline is
adrenaline, so either catch the flow
or get out of the way.
If you don't like the physical contact, stand on the edge of the pit and
help keep the out-of-control moshers from flying out of the circle. It is
also understood that when people
fall down, you must try to pick them
up. Fallen moshers might get trampled and cause others to trip and fall.
It benefits the general well-being
of everyone to run to the aid of people who have fallen and can't get
themselves up. If you don't know
how to mosh, just stay out of the pit.
Kelly Simmons is a BG News
columnist, and for her Act of Kindness she helps the fallen to their feel
in mosh pits. Contact her at
kelly si (<P bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Ex-officer cleared of \
homicide, assault
THE ASHX'IATM)

PHI

v,

PITTSBURGH — A former
police officer accused of creating a
Web sue hostile toward blacks has
been cleared in the shinning dealh of
a black motorisi (luring a chase
Jeffrey Cooperstein. who is
while, was acquitted of homicide
Tuesday by a jury that deliberated
eight hours over two days in
Allegheny County Court
"'This is a victory in the legal
sense of the word, but there's no victory when a man has lost his life."
Cooperstein said. "There's not a day
in my life I don't wonder what
would have happened if I could have
talked five minutes to him "
Cooperstein fired on Deron
Gritnmltt. 32. from outside his cruiser wTien Grimmitt's car sped by after
a chase by other officers. Cooperstein had said he feared the motorist
would run him over.
Cooperstein said he did not know
Grimmitt was black when he
encountered the car at 3:30 am. on
Dec. 21. 1998.
Prosecutors argued that Grimmitt
was shot through the driver's side
window, not head-on as might be
expected if he were driving toward
the officer, suggesting his car would
have passed Cooperstein without
harming him

An FBI firearms instructor testified that the bullet's path didn't
implicate Cooperstein because he
had to fire until he was sure the
threat was gone.
Prosecutor Ed Borkowski also
contended that Cooperstein. 44, was
the Blue Knight, the pen name of
whoever posted writings on an Internet site that was critical of police
management and hostile toward
blacks.
Cooperstein has declined to say
whether he is the Blue Knight, and
in closing arguments, defense attorney Samuel Reich said "so what"
about the issue.
Grimmitt's mother. Bettye, said
after the verdict it was "open season
on young black men." She said
Cooperstein. whom she has sued,
"will answer to God on that Judgment Day. and I am glad there is a
higher power"
The chase began alter an officer
lollowed Grimmitt to see why he
had slowed down to watch police
question suspects on a nearby street.
Grimmitt. who was wanted on a
parole violation, tied because he did
not want to be jailed at Christmas.
said Curtis Grimmitt. his brother.
Cooperstein was fired after the
shooting for allegedly violating
department rules the night of the
chase.
Associated Press Photo

RELIGION — Retiring House Chaplain Rev. James Ford, right, talks with Capitol security officer Bill Hines in the Capitol's Statuary
Hall Feb. 3, 2000 in Washington.

Chaplain controversy raises questions about role
TMI ASSOCIATED PRISS

OFFICER — Former Pittsburgh polict officer Jeffrey Cooperstein walks with his attourney, James Ecker, left, in Pittsburgh
after he was found innocent Tuesday.

24 Hour Towing
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

*Os

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

WASHINGTON — To former
House Speaker Tip O'Neill he ".is
the Irish monsigltOT. And some Jews
in Congress call him rabbi.
"I guess it's because I'm the closest guy around," says Lutheran Rev
James David Ford, the retiring chap
lam of the House of Representatives,
looking particularly sagelike in a
new gray beard as he walks the
Capitol halls
A passing congressman asks him
to consider keeping his job ol 2 I
years — if only to end the contra
versy surrounding the selection of
Ford's successor.
Overriding a bipartisan committee's choice of a Catholic priest as
chaplain, the House leadership

appointed the Rev Charles Wright, a
Presbyterian minister, continuing an
unbroken tradition of Protestant
chaplains since the House was
established.
I he decision has prompted ques
nous about Congress' attitude
toward pluralism and whether onereligious figure can meet the spiritual needs ol 4*s members, old ques
lions have resurfaced about whether
the chaplaincy should exist at all.
For 21 sens. Ford, t'S. rare!)
talked about his job. He's in the
business of keeping secrets, and he
|nkes that it he wrote a book about
those secrets he could afford not jusl
to retire to Bermuda, Inn to buy
Bermuda. Retirement affords him
more freedom to reflect on his life in
"the temple of compromise "

TOUR GUIDE FOR A DAY !!!!
Show your BG spirit and give a tour of our campus on
President's Day, February 21st! Volunteers are needed to
give a one hour tour of the campus.

come to one of the two

FOR A LIMITED TIME $300 Deposit
Some Restrictions may apply

♦

SEND YOUR
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A
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203 N. Main
FREE DELIVERY
PH. 352-5166
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Any coupons apply- Good al all locations.
Pizzas can be sent to 2nd party- Call tor details

at 8:00 p.m.
Any questions, call 372-9866.
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

$675 /mo. + electric (4 person rate)
$625 /mo. + electric (3 person rate)
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A

training sessions on
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All Units Include;
• 2 bedrooms
• 2 baths
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposals
• 3 & 4 person rates

No crosses adorn the walls, hut a
clerical collar adorns the man who
began Ins career in a mral chuich in
Ivanhoe. Minn ipop 719), where he
had to unplug the oigan to turn on
the Christmas lights. In 1965. he
became chaplain of the U.S. Mililar> Academy at West Point, where
he staved tor 18 years, sometimes
burying young men at whose mai
he had officiated.
Today, he hears the frustrations of
new members ol Congress who miss
the influence they had back home,
and old members who worry about
their marriages When gunmen
opened fire in the Capitol in 1998.
Ford comforted the family ol a
police office! as he lay mortally
wounded

2 "Heart-Shaped"
m
Pizza

If you are interested,

APARTMENTS

• E. Merry Avenue (516)
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue

NY., in 1976.

lord and Senate Chaplain Lloyd
Ogilvie aie most visible when the>
open daily sessions with prayer. But
Ford s.i\s he does ins real «ork oneon-one on the House (loot He wins
pers in corners with Republicans
and Democrats. "And if the talk gets
serious they come to im office
Its out-of-thc-was location —
security guards had trouble directing
a reporter to it amid the ma/e of
hallways in the Capitol b.isemeiil
is comforting to members who don't
waul lo be seen seeking clergy counsel
Inside, a picture of the First Con
tinental Congress reciting its first
prayer hangs near a television tuned
lo CNN. Boat models line foul'.
mantelpiece, including a replica ol
the 31-foot craft he sailed from Plymouth, England, to West Point,

JOIN THE NEWLOVE
FAMILY!
228 South College #C,D,E,G & J

'"•'• "■'s-.SW.JJJJr.fli "' •"*'*

9{pw Leasing
lor 2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished
May and August 2000
lor 2 bedroom summer only
(united' aoailabti

One Bedroom Furnished and Unfurnished
Apartments
Cozy Cottage Ch.irm
Private Entrances
Laundry Facility
Free Gas Heal, Water & Sewer
$380.00 Per Month for a 12 Month Lease Plus
Electric
$480.00 For a 9 Month Lease Plus Electric

228 South College #M
Two Bedroom Apartment
Cozy Cottage < harm
Private Enterances
Laundry Facility
Free Gas I teat, Water & Sewer
$480.00 Per Month for a 12 Month Lease Plus
Electric
$580.00 For a 9 Month Lease Plus Ele< trk

NEWIPVE

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

J32S MainSI
onh
s; ShM
www. newloverealty.com
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Flashing Medical schools teach beneath glass ceiling
Our Briefs
TIIF ASSOTIATM PRESS

BG News Briefs
Black issues discussed
The Black Issues Conference will
be held 8 a.m. lo 3 p.m. Feb. 12 in
101 Olscamp Hall. Registration
begins at 8 a.m. University faculty,
staff and students get in free. Sponsored by the Center for Multicultural and Academic Initiatives.

Conference after-party held
"The Chill Factor" Black Issues
Conference 2000 after-party will be
held 9:30 p.m. Feb. 12 in the Eppler
Gym. The party is co-sponsored by
the Black Student Union and Alpha
Phi Alpha.
The cost for the party is $5 (bursarable) or $3 in cash.
All proceeds will go toward the
Dr. Martin Luther King Monument
and Dance Marathon.

Women doctors are more likely
than their male peers to teach at
medical schools, but are far less
likely to get promoted to senior faculty positions, a study found.
According to the study in today's
New England Journal of Medicine,
women who graduated from American medical schools from 1979 to
1993 were 10 percent more likely
than male graduates to pursue a
career in academic medicine.
Through 1997. the women were
26 percent less likely than men to be
promoted from junior faculty positions to associate professor, and still
fewer advanced from associate to
full professor.
"Women are still confronting bar-

rien to their success." said Dr.
JoAnn Manson. a professor of
endocrinology at Harvard Medical
School, who was not involved in the
study. "The glass ceiling may have
some cracks in it. but it hasn't yet
come crashing down."
Women accounted for less than
one-quarter of all medical school
graduates in 1979. Their numbers
had climbed lo 38 percent in 1993.
and continue to rise.
About 11 percent of female medical graduates entered academia
over the course of the study. The big
surge came in the 1980s; Dr. Catherine De Angelis. editor of the Journal
of the American Medical Association, speculated that women entered
the demanding field of academicmedicine because they felt they had
something to prove.

Lynn Nonncmaker. a sociologist
with the Association of American
Medical Colleges and the study's
author, said there arc encouraging
signs that women who graduated in
the 1990s may be closer to achieving parity than those who graduated
in the '80s. But it could take a long
time; women still represent only
about 10 percent of medical school
faculty members.
One of the most significant barriers to academic advancement is the
conflict between work and family
demands. De Angelis said in an
accompanying editorial.
"Equal opportunity is not possible for women in academia because
only women can bear children and
because women have the primary
[and often nearly total| responsibility for the care of children." De

Library offers assistance
Sixty-minute seminars on library
research will be offered through
Feb. 18 in the Jerome Library Electronic Reading Room (Room 125).
Sessions will be offered on developing Web-searching skills, along
with an introduction to frequently
used electronic resources. The first
half of each seminar will focus on
demonstrations and hands-on exercises, after which students can practice searching for materials.
No reservations are needed.
A listing of the sessions by date
and
topic
is
available
at
http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/librar
y/infosrv/lue/seminars/60mins.html.

* Club Friday Scott Potter Qaz2 music)
(6 30-9:30 '«.)
* FREE public tour low and Romance (6:45 r u)
* FREE vocal recital Diane Brooks, soprano
Guide My Steps (7 P.M )
* Garden Lecture Series
A Walk in tfi* Century British Gardens
Marilyn Maws (7 30 »M)

Ooen e#Y Friday. 6-10 r.u
2445 Monroe Sl«l fcWb, OH 43620

PROPOSAL^

ENROLLMENT

Continued from page 1.

Continued from page 1.

same-sex couples, but also for heterosexual couples that don't believe
in marriage.
She also said that it is unfair that
many heterosexual couples who
don't get married will get legal
rights if they live together long
enough, while homosexual couples
won't get the same privilege.
"We've gotten so focused .MI gay
marriages without focusing on the
actual institution of marriage." she
said. "It's easier to bash on the fact
that queers want to get married than
i focusing on the real issue "

February 11

Jay Smith M.D.
General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

419-255 8000
Ktodt poorf* by fljHfth TWrrf *••*

Angelis wrote. "I would settle fbl
equity — that is. freedom from bias
oi favoritism."
Typically, the lime when women
doctors have children collides with
the time when they must chase
grants aggressively and complete
significant research if they want to
advance their academic careers.
Manson said.
Manson herself graduated from
medical school 20 years ago and has
two children, ages 12 and 10. When
she had her first child, she was still
on the junior faculty.
Thanks to Harvard programs that
provided mentoring, help with childcare, salary support and flexibility in
promotion schedules, she advanced
to associate and then full professor
and now serves as chief of preventive medicine at Brigham and

Indians rose 4 percent between 1996
and 1997. the study found. Between
1994 and 1995. their numbers
climbed by just under 3 percent.
The study was too soon to gauge
the full effect of California and
Texas dropping affirmative action in
college admissions in the two most
populous states.
The University of California system did away with affirmative action
beginning with the undergraduate
class that entered in 1998. Alter a
federal court ruling. Texas ended
racial preferences at state schools
beginning with students applying to
enter in the fall of 1997. Washington
state voters banned race and gender
criteria in admissions starting in
1999.
As for the high school graduation
figures, the dropout rate represents
"a very serious problem for AfricanAmericans, for Latinos a catastrophe." said Gary Orfield. professor of
education and social policy at Har-

Women's Hospital in Boston, she
said
"I did feel a grcul deal ol instill!
tional support, inn it sull wasri'i
easy." Manson s.iid. "It was a very
demanding time of great personal
sacrifice."
Mentoring programs are crucial.
De Angelis agreed
"Mentors open doors. Introduction to others in the field who maybe grant reviewers, future employers
or good advisors is essential to promotion." De Angelis wrote. "Breaking into the group doesn't occur by
accident."
More women also need to assume
leadership positions, she said. To
ensure that happens, at least two Or
three women should be appointed to
every medical school promotion and
search committee.

vard University.
Nearly 83 percent of whites ages
18 to 24 had high school diplomas in
1997. compared with roughly 75
percent of blacks. In 1990. the rate
among blacks was 77 percent.
Whites holding high school
diplomas were 8 percentage points
ahead of blacks in 1997. the widest
gap since 1992
The gulf between whites and llispanics was far greater: Only 62 percent of Hispanics ages 18 to 24 had
completed high school in 1997. That
was some improvement, up from
about 58 percent the year before.
Orfield blamed high-stakes test
ing — "They don't pass the test.
They gel discouraged. They drop
out" — the push to end social promotion and poverty afflicting both
schools and students. Among Mispanics the problem is also a lack of
English among immigrants, he said.
Gwendolyn Cookc at the National Association of Secondary School
Principals blamed teachers with low
expectations and inadequate train-

LOCATION, PRICE and
SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!

FALL 2000Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!
-MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS—
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.

$100.00
with coupon
Apartments
Rented
2/1-2/18

First Month's

Total Rent

GREENBRIAR, INC.

•Limited Time
HURRY...
Expiers
2/18/00

Hours:
224 E. WOOSTER
Bowling Green,
Mon.-Fn. 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1 pm www.wcnet.ore/~gbrental OH 43402

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!
Management Inc.

The BG NEWS
Sales Representative of the Month
of January

238 N. Main £hed,

ifVrJ

Fall Openings

521 E. MERRY -Two Bedrooms. I Bath, Furnished.
School Year- Two Person Kate- $6:15.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00
80S THURST1S -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $590.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $510.00
517 E. REED -AT Thurstln One Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished or
Unfurnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $475.00
One Year- Two Person Rale- $405.00
151 Till RSI IN -Across from OffenhaiMT.
Furnished Efficiencies with Full Bath.
School Year- One Perdson Rate- $350.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $320.00
605 SECOND -line Bedroom, Unfurnished.
School Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $330.00
Z2Q SECOND -One Bedroom, Furnished.
School Year- One Person Rate- $405.00
One Near- One Person Rate- $350.00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year- Furnished- One Person- $370.00
One Year- Furnished- One Person- $335.00
707 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year -Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
S1H SEVENTH - Iwo Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rate- $440.00

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260

Management Inc.
Wooster House Apt.
716 E Wooster '
ACROSS FROM McFAl.L
I bdrm.
Starts at $400 - Call 353-5800

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Willow House
830 Fourth St.
REMODELED/AIr Condition
dishwasher / garbage disposal
1 bdrm.
Starts at $400-Call 353-5800

/tfEfcCA
Management In:.
Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN /
CAMPUS
lbdrm. / Utilities included
Starts at $335-Call 353-5800

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

L

For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. Wooster Street, across from laco Bell
Drink Specials
'$1.50 Amaretto Sours, $2.00 Long Islands

> Wednesday •
"Retro Night" with D.J.
CMalley featuring
selections from some of
the greatest artists from
the 70% 80's, and 90's.
Such artists include The
Grateful Dead. Bob
Marley, Pink Floyd,
Phish and more.

•Thursday*
"Ladies Night" 52.00 cover'for ladies
before midnight. This Thursday February
10, $200 Spring Break cash prize giveaway. _— u

•nda1

L \ Prink Specials
^»i
$1.00 Drafts, $2.00 Captain,
and $2.00 Sours

Call R.E. MANAGEMENT
Rental Office 352-9302

•After - hours party*
Every other Saturday from
2:45 am to 6:00 am. Next after-hours this Saturday February 12.
!

505 CLOUGH -Two Bedroom, Furnished. 1 Bath Plus Vanity. School
Year- Two Person Rate- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $540.00
615 SECOND -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $586.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom. Furnished. 1 Bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $425.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $375.00
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom. Furnished, 1 Bath plus Vanity in BR.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $560.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
6*40 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, 1 Bath.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $535.00
One Year- $465.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Furnished, 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rate- $495.00
One Year- Four Person Rate- $425.00

I

For Your Convenience We Are Located At
325 E. Wooster Street, across from laco Bell
\)

I

}*!
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Chancellor faces up Higher oil prices said to spur smuggling
to past injustices
THH. ASSOCIATED PKHNS

THE AS»K'IATKI> PRKSS

VIENNA. Austria — Seeking
10 ISSlire critics that Austria
remains "a biablc democracy," the
new chancellor today promised
his government will face up to its
past and seek justice for those
forced into slavery by the Nazi
regime.
Chancellor Wolfgang Schuessel, presenting his government
ptogiam to parliament, termed the
international backlash against his
alliance with the far-right Freedom Parly of Joerg Haider "exaggerated."
Schuessel urged critics in Israel
and the European Union to reconsider their diplomatic measures to
isolate the country "in light of the
Austrian reality."
"Today. Austria is a stable
democracy," Schuessel. leader of
the centrist Austrian People's
Party, said. "Our society functions, our democratic maturity
expresses itself most recently in
the high voter turnout in comparison with other countries "
The
international
outrage
■gainsl the new government
stemmed from the participation of
Haider's party. Over the years.
Il.iklc-t has praised Adolf Miller's
"orderly" employment policies
and lauded veterans of the Waffen

SS
Although Haider holds no post
in the new government and has
apologized for those remarks, critics fear Schuessel will be unable
to control the irrepressible rightwing leads and ihe presence of
his |i.my in power will inexorably
push ihe country along a radical
courseSeeking 10 allay those concorns. Schuessel said Austria's

Nazi pasl requires "special vigi-

lance" and steps to make sure the
new generation "be given the history of this country."
Schuessel said his government
would make sure "that former
Nazi "forced laborers" receive
their rights as soon as possible"
and that Austrian companies
which used slave workers accept
responsibility to compensate
them.
He appointed the former president of the Austrian National
Bank, Maria Schaumayer, as the
special representative for compensation issues to work within the
Austrian Foreign Ministry.
"Naturally, we know that others in Europe have concerns and
fears," Schuessel said ""Many
Austrians are also uncertain and
are afraid of the new. We don't
know what is coming. I take these
fears, Ihe concerns and the honorable criticism very seriously."
After taking office Friday.
Schuessel sent a letter to the
World Jewish Congress and the
Jewish Commillee for Claims
against Austria offering to open
talks on compensation for Holocaust victims.
Unlike Germany, which has
paid $60 billion in compensation
since 1951. Austria long sought to
avoid responsibility, claiming it
was Hitler's first victim when Ihe
country was annexed by Germany
in 1938.

DUBAI. United Arab Emirates
— Smugglers skirting U.S. destroyers in ihe Persian Gulf are shipping
more and more Iraqi oil in violation
of U.N. sanctions, reaping handsome profits and lining the pockets
of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein.
the U.S. Navy says.
Last week's seizure of a Russian
tanker carrying illicit Iraqi fuel high
lighted the issue of Iraqi oil smug
gling. which the U.S. Navy estimates has nearly doubled in six
months. U.N. naval forces seized the
tanker off the Emirates' coast
The 4.000 tons of oil — equivalent to 29.320 barrels — seized from
the V'olga-Neft-147 is only a fraction
of what is getting through, said
Cmdr. Jeff Gradeck. spokesman for
the Bahrain-based US Navy 5th
Fleet.
In January, when oil prices hit
nine-year highs of about $28 a barrel, 367.000 tons — 2.7 million barrels — of Iraqi oil was smuggled
out. according to Navy estimates
Last September, when prices were
about $19 a barrel. 191.000 tons —
1.4 million barrels — were smuggled out. Gradeck said.
"The amount of oil smuggled out
of Iraq has doubled since August last
year, when oil prices began to
increase," Gradeck said in a telephone interview Wednesday from
Bahrain. "Thai means increased
profits for the smugglers and
increased profits for the Iraqi
regime."
Crude prices today are about
$26 75 a barrel, and although smugglers sell lor less than the legitimate

Associated Press Photo
GUIDE — A U.S. Navy helicopter and ship, background right, escort Russian-flagged tanker VolgaNeft-147 in the Arabian Sea Thursday.
market rate, their prices go up with
world market prices Western diplomats suspect merchants in Iran and
the Emirates buy smuggled Iraqi oil
at huge discounts.
Iraq is banned from most international commerce because of its I990
invasion of Kuwait, which led to the
Persian Gulf War Although a
December U.N. resolution includes

lifting a cap of $5.2 billion on Iraqi

Smuggled oil revenues go
straight to Saddam, observers s.i>
"Even if you reckon that the
smugglers are selling the oil at a bit
ovei hall the market price, at today's
prices that means Saddam is making
$50 million a month That's going
directly into his cullers.'' said Leo
Drollas, analyst ai London's Center

oil sales every six months, Iraq has
not accepted the resolution and
pumps within the old ceiling.
The oil-for-food program has
allowed the limited oil sales so Iraq
can buy food and medicine lot iis
people and spare parts to rebuild its
Oil industry, shattered during the
199I war

for Global Lnerg) Sludics.

The Department of Ethnic Studies
cordially invites you to a public lecture as part of activities marking Black History Month

In 1991. Chancellor Franz
Vranitzky acknowledged Austria's
responsibility for the Holocaust
following the furor that erupted
over revelations that President
Kurt Waldheim tried to hide his
wartime Nazi past.

Between Marxism and Black Nationalism:
Claude McKay's Political Journey

Now on Cable
Channel 6

Dr. Winston James
Associate Professor, Department of History
Columbia University, New York

Austria established a fund to
compensate Holocaust victims in
1995 but limited payments to
S7.000each.

&30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10:30 & 730am

Author or Holding Aloft the Banner of Ethiopia. Verso. 1998
and two forthcoming volumes on Claude McKay

112 Business Administration
Thursday, February 17, 2000
2:30 - 4:30 PM

swsxw*

Wood County's
only LIVE local

Co-sponsored with
The Department of History and the American Culture Studies Program

Television news
source

!

$ S> $ $ $ $ $ $ 9> $ $ $
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Daffodil
Dav.s
f rthe
f

Money Orders

.American Cemcer Society

sp

AMERICAN

Mtrrh 20

The
Flower fSasket

ELEC/INCE
Ped ana wnrte tulips make an eleu rtt
raster W<roanae6 Dy rea wire heart

1068 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
354-2300

MAGIC

| ^loomfoom

FOK HIM
lg-thai

SPORT'S BAR & D€LI

2 lit Anniversary Celebration/

fto46nil(

Thursday,
February 10th
1

110 North Main Street
419-352-9222
Lunch • Dinner • Spirits

4 g

We Are Giving Away

'?\|2 Spring Break
Trips for 2
to Nassau Beach, Bahamas
(Round Trip Air Travel & Hotel Accomodations)
March 6th thru March 10th

Also...
Over 50 Special Edition 21st
Anniversary T-Shirts and Sweatshirts
and Many Other Prizes!

Largest Vegetarian Menu in Town!

$14.95
lit witha ."plant one " ■

■

„

f.

S. V.ain - dowr-tow I

C

^J

<$

'*

?

VALENTINE'S DAY
MONDAY, FEB. 14
■W-

80's - 90*s Dance
DJ Request Night Upstairs
•FriUpstairs - DJ Request Night
Downstairs - John & Greg live
No cover 21 & over
•Sat- DJ Request Night with Jeremy
Drink specials all night!
Coming Tuesdays:
Buffet/Bob Marley Night
Frozen Drink and Margarita Specials

Upstairs. Bottle Beer

:

** "I loue you" is still best left for?£
^
flowers to say.

•Thurs-

Thurs., Fri., Sat., Very Happy Hour
Everyone in Attendance Will be Enlered
(No Purchase Necessary)
You Musi Be Present to Win So Don't Miss Out!

$16.95

Flou-ers, plants, balloons, candy, and more!
^»£

Serving BGSU Since 1979

/IS

i

CHflKMEK
These d KT "rang stuffed bears are hotama
yOO arid your vale •

92.5 Kiss FM
Live Remote
with
Cindy Ryan

$29.95

$24.95

Red noses ana white Mnapdragons arrana- id
> touch of magic for your valentine'

UPTOWN

#i

A\r>e'

^>
e

0

Valentine's Day is the
international day for
loved ones. Gifts of
ROSES and other beautiful flowers
and MESSAGES OF LOVE
HI GIVE
SERVICE &
represent
the most traditiona
SATISFACTION
ways to say, "I love you."

7^9tf

m I in

'PtvuU'PUfutl
\

906 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green • 353-8381
m*
<

Special Holiday Hours: Open Sun., Feb. 13 12 to 4
and Mon., Feb. 14 8 to 7

^
^t

^m

www.klotzfloral.com

•»
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Falcons gets back on track in win over Bulls
PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

This season, the Buffalo
Bulls have been beaten on and
have become the laughingstock
of the Mid-American Conference.
Last night vs. the BG men's
basketball team, the Bulls
came close to ending the Falcons' 1999-2000 perfect home

record, but the mighty Falcons
Broved to be too strong. The
rown and Orange, behind 23
points from forward Dave
Esterkamp, upended the Bulls
77-68. The win gives the Falcons a 17-6 overall and 9-4 conference mark and drops Buffalo
to 5-18 overall and 3-11 in the
MAC.
"They are definitely a dangerous team, they don't have
anything to loose," Esterkamp
said.
The Falcons opened cold and
didn't score until the 17:48
mark when guard Trent Jackson hit a layup to cut into the
Bulls six point lead. Back to
back
three- pointers
by
Esterkamp tied the game at 12
with 14:21 left in the first half.
The lead in the game shifted,
it seemed, after every possession. A layup by Esterkamp
gave the Falcons a five-point
lead with 10:03 remaining, but
the Bulls rallied back to score
eight quick points to go up 3028 with 8:20 left.
A jumper by center Len
Matela and a layup by Jackson
gave BG a 36-33 advantage at
the 6:03 mark. After several
shot attempts at the end of the
half, Matela laid one in as the
buzzer sounded, giving the
Brown and Orange a 46-40 lead
at the half.

"What was really a concern
was they were also getting
some easy buckets along with
that (three pointers]," BG coach
Dan Dakich said.
After the break, the Falcons
went to work on their lead. An
Anthony Stacey three-point
play with 18:35 remaining gave
BG a 51-44 lead. The Falcons
went up by as much as ten at
the 16:39 mark but the Bulls
wore the lead down and took
the lead with 13:34 left. A
reverse layup by guard Keith
McLcod gave BG a 64-63
advantage with 9:39 left in the
game. Behind clutch free throw
shooting by Stacey and guard
Brandon Pardon, the Falcons
went up by nine with 29 seconds left and went on to win the
game.
"It was a hard-fought game
on both ends," Buffalo coach
Reggie Witherspoon said. "The
last three or four minutes they
took over and they started
banging. It really hurt us in the
paint and really hurt us on the
boards. We couldn't establish
enough pressure along the
perimeter to take them away
from their strength around the
basket."
Forward Damien Foster led
the Bulls with 26 points on 1122 from the field, including 4-11
three pointers, three of which

came in the first half. Guard
Louis Cambell netted 13 points
and the Bulls shot 44 percent
from the floor.
Esterkamp hit 9-13 shots, 45 from three point land, and
also grabbed eight rebounds.
Stacey, whose 15 points move
him into second place on the
BG all-time scoring list, pulled
down ten rebounds. Jackson
ended with 10 and Matela
chipped in with 14 points and
11 boards.
"The key to the game was
our ability to scrap," Dakich
said. "For the last 10 minutes, I
don't know what they scored,
but I seemed like we did a pretty good job on them defensively"
As a team, the Falcons shot
48 percent from the floor, 36
from behind the arc and 65
from the free throw line. Except
for Esterkamp's four three
pointers, the rest of the squad
netted an 0-6 from behind the
arc.
After being dominated on the
boards Monday night against
Toledo,
BG
grabbed
43
rebounds to the Bulls 31. The
Falcons also committed 13
turnovers and 11 fouls to Buffalo's 12 turnovers and 19 fouls.
BG travels to Miami Saturdav for a noon conference battle.

BEN FRENCH (left) and MIKE LEHMUKHLE (above)/ The BG News
DRIVE— Senior forward Anthony Stacey drives the lane against Buffalo
Wednesday night. Bowling Green stays undefeated at home with the win.
The Falcons 14 game home winning streak is 15th best in the country.

Gonzalez Johnsen gets one more chance Red hot Buckeyes ice
may not
down in loss to Iowa
stay with
Detroit
NICK HURM
SPORTS WRITER

Matt Johnsen knows what it feels
like to be on top of the Mid-American Conference mountain. The
sprint swimmer reached the peak his
freshman year. Now in his senior
year. Johnsen will altempt to climb
the mountain one final time in hopes
to once again call himself MAC
champion.
In March of 1997. Johnsen surprised the conference. Fresh out of
high school, the Nebraska native did
what many swimmers can only
dream about. In 56.34 seconds.
Johnsen became only the fifth swimmer in BG history to win the 100
yard breaststroke.
"It was a surprise that I won."
Johnsen said. "I was expecting to go
somewhere around that lime but I
didn't think thai I would win. When
it happened it was great."
Johnsen's sophomore year started
out even better. During the season he
broke three school records including
the 100 Breast which he won the
year before. With teammates Bill
Beecher. Kevin Darling, Andy Jenkins and Bill Roehl. Johnsen also
bring down school records in the
200 Medley and Free Relay.
It looked as if Johnsen was on his
way to winning his second consecutive Mid-American Conference
championship. It didn't happen.
Ryan Hannen. a swimmer from
Toledo and Johnsen's biggest rival
since he was 10 years old outtouched Johnsen in the 100 Breast.
Despite the second place finish.
Johnsen set the school record beating his lime from the previous year
at 55.47 seconds.
"Matt went in his freshman year
as an unknown to the veterans and
was the hunter." BG swim coach
Randy Julian said. "Matt in my
mind, has walked in his last two
>c.irs as the hunted."
Johnsen admitted thai he felt a lot
of pressure during his sophomore
and junior year to live up to his glorious freshman year. This pressure
took some of the love out of swimming.
By his junior year, the pressure to
do well made Johnsen slip. Despite
winning the Most Valuable Swimmer Award. Johnsen finished fourth
in his bread and butler event, the 100
Breast. One of the main reasons for
ihe slip was that Johnsen missed his
taper. The taper is very important for
a swimmer lo reach the maximum
speed by championship time. It is a
series of training that starts out with
a full swimming work-out. and fades

iin Assm luin PRESS

DETROIT — Juan Gonzalez
wants lo be known as one of baseball's bcsl ever. Whether he wants to
be with the Detroit Tigers remains lo
be seen.
The Tigers have offered Gonzalez Ihc biggest contract in baseball
history, believed to be worth $140
- million over eight years. But during
.i tour of the Motor City on Wednesday. Gonzalez gave no hint whether
he would accept the deal.
"It is absolutely not in my mind,"
Gonzalez said during a news conference in a construction trailer just
outside Comerica Park, which opens
in April. "Talk to my agent. I'm here
to play baseball."
Jim Bronner. his agent, accompanied Gonzalez to Detroit. But also
was noncommittal.
Tigers general manager Randy
Smith, who acquired Gonzalez from
Texas in November, also didn't want
to talk about contract talks.
Gonzalez is eligible for free
agency after the season. The Tigers,
who gave up several top prospects to
get him. want to make Gonzalez the
center of whal they hope will be a
contending team during their first
NICK HURM/ The BG News
. decade in the new ballpark.
JOHNSEN— BG men's swim team captain Matt Johnsen has
"I'm here right now." Gonzalez
kept his head above water his whole swimming career breaking
said. "My contract runs for one more
three different records for the Falcons.
year I'm here lo play baseball."
as the season comes closer and clos- noticed the senior swimmers change
The Tigers, with Gonzalez in the
er to championship time.
in attitude this year.
• lineup, will field what they hope will
"Last year he didn't lake care ol
"He's always been hard work. . be one ot the better offensive learns
himself as well as he should of." ing," junior teammate Mike
' in baseball. Olhers in the order will
Julian said. "Matt has got lo rest McHugh said "The things this year
- include Dean Palmer. Tony Clark,
well, gel good sleep and get good is thai he is having a lot more fun.
■ * Damion F.asley and Bobby Higginnutrition. He chinced on a little bil Last year he was really stressed out
• • son.
of all that last year."
with MAC's and the school record.
!
Detroit was shut out 12 times last
But now Johnsen is as focused He's real relaxed this year and just
better than he has ever been before. having a great time."
C "season, more than any other team in
Julian said that Johnsen is back to
Johnsen will gel his final shot at
.;. the major leagues. The Tigers also
being the hunter that he was his lirsi home. The MAC championship this
;.' are short on quality starting pitchers.
two
year.
There
is
a
different
aspect
year for the men's team will be held
R.
"I think it will be a good season."
thai Johnsen feels he has brought to at Cooper Pool on March 2-4.
V Gonzalez said. "We have a log of
the
table
with
the
focus.
This
aspect
"1 want that pie again," Johnsen
V young talent. In my opinion, in two
is his love for swimming. With said. "Whatever happens this year. I
'. or three years, the Tigers will be a
everything
coming
together. jusl want to go out have fun and
. .serious contender."
Johnsen once just one more piece of swim well. That attitude this year
[.
No mention of whether he would
the pie that he tasted his freshman has brought my love for swimming
. be around to be a part of it.
year.
back."
Still, even if they only get to
Johnsen's teammates have also
• cheer him as their own for one sca.',■ son, Detroit fans are likely to enjoy
'•'. watching Gonzalez play.
>.
The two-time American League
J ■ MVP has produced at least 30
• , homers and 100 RBls in each of the
',' last four seasons and seven times
'. overall.
"I have a great passion for baseVball." Gonzalez said. "I love the
"Here's what our country thinks about swimmers. "Mark Spitz won seven gold
• "game. I am working hard for immormedals in the Olympics in Munich in 1972. On the ESPN's Top 50 Athletes of the Cen!■• lality. One of my big goals is to go
tury he was 33th. Secretariest. a horse on the other hand was 35th."
4 into the Hall of Fame."
Whether he would be inducted
"That's what our country thinks about swimming. He is the only swimmer on there.
.. wearing a Tigers' cap remained a
'^question unanswered. But there was
Johnsen
Granted a lot of people don't look as swimming as a big time event. It may not be a moneyperhaps one little hint.
maker. I have real trouble thinking that Secretariiest. who didn't even know what the hell he
During the morning, before the was doing running around that track is jusl about as good an athlete as Mark Spitts. That's just my personal bias, I
news conference. Gonzalez — a could be wrong."
1
- nathre of Puerto Rico — went looking for a place to live. He picked an
apartment, rather than a house.

COLUMBUS - Buckeye-killei
Dean Oliver kept Iowa in it until
Kyle Galloway nailed a 3-pointer
from the right corner with 4 seconds
left as Iowa upset No. 5 Ohio State
67-64 Wednesday night.
The loss dropped Ohio Slate (164. 7-2) into a tie for first place with
Michigan State in the Big Ten The
Buckeyes had won eight in a row
and 12 of their last 13.

It was the third time this season
Ihe Buckeyes lost on a 3-pointer ai
the end.
Oliver, who hit a 3 pointer in the
final minute a year ago to beat the
Buckeyes in Columbus, scored 21
points. Galloway added 12 and Ryan
Luehrsmann had 10. Rod Thompson
came off the bench to grab 11
rebounds and contribute big plays
on three consecutive possessions
down the stretch.
Scoonie Penn. who scored nine
of Ohio Slate's last 10 poinis. led the
Buckeyes with 22 points. Michael
Redd added 14 points. George Reese
13 and Brian Brown 10 while Ken
Johnson matched his own school
record with 11 blocked shots.
Oliver scored the first five points
of the second hall as the Hawlceyes
(11-11. 4-6 Big Ten) expanded a 3727 halftime lead to 42-27.

wild scramble near the Ilawkcyes'
foul line. Thompson picked up a
loose ball, pivoted and fired a pass
to Galloway, left all alone in the lane
because of a double:team. for Ihe
layup to make it 61-54 with 1:28
remaining

Pcnn's two foul shots — his
eighth and ninth points in a row for
Ohio State — cut it to 64-61 with
41.5 seconds left. After Jacob Jaacks
missed two foul shots for Iowa.
Redd hit Ihe back end of a two-shot
opportunity with 29.8 seconds left.
Rob Griffin then missed two foul
shots lor ihc Ilawkcyes. with the
Buckeyes hurrying downcourt. They
put up three shots before Reese
grabbed an offensive rcfjiund and
lied Ihc game at 64 with II seconds
left.
Oliver, however, quickly brought
the ball downcourt against Ohio
Slate's pressure and whipped a
quick pass to the right corner lo Galloway, who made the 3-poinler.
After a timeout with 3.3 seconds
left, Ohio State inbounded to near
midcourl to Penn who dribbled to
the right wing and got off a 3-point
attempt that bounced off the front of
the rim as the final horn sounded.

Trailing 57-47 with 4 minutes
left, the Buckeyes mounted a charge
on baskets by Reese and Redd and a
Johnson free throw to cut die lead i"
five with 2:42 left.

Iowa finished 9-of-14 on 3-pointcrs and outrcbounded the Buckeyes
40-33.

Mm then Thompson stepped up.
After Oliver forced a shot that
bounced to the righl baseline.
Thompson picked off the rebound
and hit a 10-foot follow. Penn countered with a jumper, but during a

Ohio Stale is 26-3 in Value 4"ity
Arena, two of the losses comiite to
Iowa and the other to Notre Dame
— all on 3-pointers in the final seconds.

Johnsen on what our
country thinks about
swimmers

h

1

Associated Press photo
SHOCKED— Ohio State was shocked in the last seconds by
Iowa Wednesday night by the score of 67-64. Indiana, who also
was atop the Big 10 also lost.

'
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SPORTS
Massive blood clot

^ hopes to take advantage of road struggling RedHawks
DKRKK MCCORD

killed Chiefs Thomas
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MIAMI — Derrick Thomas' legs
weren't red or swollen and his body
temperature was normal.
There were no visible signs of a
blood clot, doctors said Wednesday.
But when Thomas was being moved
from his hospital bed to a wheelchair on his way to therapy Tuesday
morning, something triggered a
massive blood clot in his pulmonary
artery that provides blood and oxygen from the heart to the lungs.
Thomas, 33, told his mother he
wasn't feeling well just before his
eyes rolled back, said Dr. Frank Eismont, an orthopedic surgeon at Jackson Memorial Hospital.
The Chiefs star, who held the
NFL record of seven sacks in a
game, went into cardio-respiratory
arrest. Thomas, paralyzed from the
chest down in a car crash two weeks
earlier, died minutes later.
The cause of death, confirmed
Wednesday by an autopsy, is common for paralysis victims.
"A certain percentage of people
with paralysis suffer from blood
clots." said Dr. Barth Green, a neurosurgeon at Jackson Memorial
Hospital. "Sometimes you can see
them and sometimes they're hidden
in the deeper veins of the body, and
that's what happened with Derrick."
Between 3 percent and 15 percent
of spinal cord injury patients sutler
from blood clots. Green said.
ThnmK wns drivine :i CM durinu
a snowstorm on Jan. 23 as he and
two friends headed to the Kansas
City airport to fly to St. Louis for the
NFC championship game. He lost
control of the car. and it overturned
several times.
Police said Thomas was speeding
and weaving in traffic, but no
charges were filed.
Thomas and passenger Michael
Tcllis. 49. were not wearing scat
belts and were thrown from the car.
Tellis was killed and Thomas' spine
and neck were broken. The third
person in the car was wearing a seat
belt and received minor injuries.
Thomas was brought to the hospital in Miami, his hometown,
where he had surgery to repair his
spinal column.
The nine-time Pro Bowl linebacker had been on blood thinners

since the accident, doctors said.
Therapists also used mechanical
devices on Thomas daily that intermittently contracted his legs to help
circulate blood.
"We took all the aggressive precautions that arc available to people
today," Green said. "It just wasn't
enough."
Added Eismont: "If I were to
have it all to do over again. I wouldn't do anything different."
Thomas had been progressing
quickly in rehabilitation. He was
allowed out of the hospital last
weekend — although a nurse and a
physician stayed with him — and he
had been talking about returning to
Kansas City within the next few
months, said Dr. Jon Browne. Chiefs
team physician.
A news conference had been discussed that would have informed the
public of Thomas' upcoming moves.
Thomas left behind thousands of
grieving fans and nearly as many
friends and relatives trying to cope
with his sudden death. He will be
remembered in both Kansas City.
Mo., and Miami within the next 10
days.
Memorial services are set to
begin in Kansas City and then move
to Miami. Thomas' hometown and
the place where he will be buried.
There will be a viewing Monday
at Thomas' church in Kansas City,
then a memorial service at Kemper
Arena the followins day. Chiefs
president Carl Peterson said.
"I'm not sure it can hold all the
people who want to attend." Peterson said. "It will be a public opportunity for Derrick's fans and friends
to honor him."
Thomas will be transferred back
to Miami, where there will be a
viewing Feb. 18. He will be buried
Feb. 19.
The reason for the delay is
because Thomas' aunt. Edith Morgan's sister, died last weekend.
Peterson said. Thomas' family will
be at her funeral Saturday in Tallahassee.
A week before he died. Thomas
dictated a thank you letter for the
outpouring of support he and his
family had received since the accident. It will be released soon. Peterson said.

SPORTS WRMIK

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG NEWS
JONES— BG icer Mike Jones spots the puck. The Falcons will
have an important weekend stand against Miami.

With only four weeks left in the
CCHA regular season, the Miami
RedHawks have a daunting task
ahead ol them when they will try to
sweep Bowling Green in a homeand-homc series this weekend
The RedHawks JIC now sitting in
a lie for sixth place with NebraskaOmaha with 21 points They sit two
points behind Notre Dame, who is
holding the last spot tor home-ice
advantage in the playoffs.
The scries will start Friday in
Bowling Green and then move to
Oxford's Goggin Ice Arena for Sal
urday's contest
The RedHawks have run into a
problem of late with winning on the
road. Miami is 1-6-0 in their last
seven games on the road, their last
win coming on Jan 8 when they
defeated the same Bowling Green
team 4-2.
Miami head coach Fnroco Blasi
just cannot seem to put his finger on
why his team is not getting two
points on the road.
"I don't have a reason lor it "
Blasi said. "We don't play bad on
the road, we are just making .1 lew
mistakes and teams are capitalizing
on them "
Those teams are capitalizing
quite often.
Miami has been
outscorcd 30-13 in those seven road
games.
On the opposite side of the coin,
the RedHawks arc undefeated in
their last seven games at Ooggin
with a 6-0-1 record
Miami has
outscorcd their opponents 28-16.

Talks over Griffey trade have Cincinnati faithful drooling
CINCINNATI — Talk about a
possible trade that could bring
superstar Ken Griffey Jr. to the
Cincinnati Reds, if a deal can be
worked out with the Seattle
Mariners, has baseball fans excited
at a time when college basketball is
usually at center stage.
It is a prominent topic on radio
talk shows, in newspaper columns
and at offices and in bars.
Griffey played at suburban
Moeller High School, where he still
has a big following, and grew up
playing baseball in the area. His
father. Ken Griffey Sr.. who played
for Cincinnati's Big Red Machine

championship teams in the mid1970s and has played alongside his
son. is a Reds coach and is considered a possible successor to Reds
manager Jack McKeon.
Barry Strasser. a former Knothole
baseball coach for a team that
included Griffey, said he is thinking
about the marquee possibilities for a
scheduled Rcds-St. Louis Cardinals
series in June if Griffey is traded to
the Reds.
"Mark McGwire. Junior. You
wouldn't be able to buy a ticket."
Strasser said.
There were no developments to

report Wednesday on the talks about
a possible Griffey deal. Reds
spokesman Rob Butcher said.
"Fans are dying for it to happen."
said Andy Furman, host of a sports
talk show on WLW-AM. flagship
station for the Reds' radio network.
Robert Wen and his wife. Shirley,
are Reds fans who have had season
tickets since 1952 and make an
annual trip to spring training.
When the Werts are visiting with
friends, talk of a possible Griffey
trade has come up. Wcrt said. When
Wert stops in at a Veterans of Foreign Wars post, the Griffey trade

"I don't think one man can make
a team." Wert said.
Reds fans also are excited that
former Big Red Machine first baseman Tony Perez and longtime Reds
radio announcer Marty Brennaman
arc to be inducted into the Baseball
Hall of Fame in July.

353-0988

Census 2000 is recruiting individuals to help take the Census
in communities across the country. This job offers flexible hours,
competitive pay, and work close to home. If you want a second
job or are retired, it's perfect! Most Census field jobs last
approximately four to six weeks. We provide training and
mileage reimbursement, and we pay our Census takers and
crew leaders weekly. We need you, so call the Local Census
Office at 419-353-2735 or our toll free number.

Check us out at: www.vr.net/easystreet

Focusing on Improv.
and the Art Of Sound

mercury
Effect

Do it now!

1-888-325-7733
www.census.gov/jobs2000
AN IMPORTANT JOB —
THAT PAYS]

comes up. And when he goes for a
morning walk, (he topic comes up.
Wert admires Griffey, but worries
that a deal to bring him to Cincinnati
could cost the Reds the young nucleus of a team that came one game
from making the playoffs last season.

mtm

Earn Extra MoneyWork for Census 2000

rDO 1soo.341.1311
n Equal Ofwtunfy EiWoyt*

including shutouts against Ohio
State and Michigan State.
"We have played well at home."
Blasi said "If you can have some
kind of consistency on the road you
can move up in the league. We have
tailed to do this and that is the reason we are a .500 team."
The RedHawks completed a
sweep HI Alaska-Fairbanks last
weekend with a Saturday 5-4 overtime win that complemented a Friday 4-2 win.
One of the keys of the weekend's
offensive outburst was the new first
line combination that Blasi coordinated. Blasi combined junior Pat
l.cahy and senior Dustin Whitecotton with freshman Danny Stewart
Slcwarl benefited from playing on
the top line by scoring a goal and
assisting on another to have his first
multi-point game of his career.
"Essentially, whoever plays with
Leahy and Whitecoli >n will reap
definite benefits." Blasi said. "I will
make a decision later on this week to
decide if Stewart will stay on the top
line."
Leahy, Miami's leading scorer, is
questionable for the weekend
matchup against Bowling Green.
The New York Rangers fifth round
pick was injured against Alaskaluirhunks and has not been able to
skate this week in practice due to the
injury. Blasi declined to make the
specifics of the injurs available.
After the RedHawks face Bowling Green they will head to Omaha
and then play Northern Michigan at
home Miami will finish their regular season with a home-and-home
scries against Ohio State.

United States

Playing Live TRIPHOP

2000

BGSUI GREENBRIAR, INC

Giving Away A Night Gn The
Town Seemed To Go Over Much
Getter With The Players Than...
Pink Jerseys With Lace!

HOCKEY

Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000
352-0717
224 E.W00STER

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2 baths
• Furnished
• Close to campus
• Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

/ 1 Lucky Student will win a
free dinner at Sam B's. Movie
passes. & Lirno service
BG VS MIAMI
Friday. Feb. 11
7:35 @Ice Arena

GREENBRIAR, INC.

...Get Them While They Last!
Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

\
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Hornets
retire jersey
of former
co-captain
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHARLOTTE. N.C.
— The
Charlolte Hornets gave fallen teammate Bobby Phills their highest
honor Wednesday night by retiring
his jersey and hoisting it into the
rafters of the Charlotte Coliseum.
Teammates and family members
fought away tears at the end of a 10minute ceremony as Phills' brother,
Dwayne, perched the player's 3year-old son, Bobby Ray Phills III.
on his shoulders. The youngster
pulled on a rope that raised his
father's white jersey and No. 13 to
its permanent home in the Charlotte
Coliseum's rafters, 100 feet above
the playing surface.
The boy was wearing a jersey
bearing his father's number and
sporting "RIP. DADDY'' where
players' names are usually inscribed
It was the first jersey retirement
in the franchise's 11-year history.
Phills. the Hornets' co-captain,
died Jan. 12 in a traffic accident near
the coliseum. Police say Phills was
racing teammate and close friend
David Wesley at speeds in excess of
100 mph when he lost control of his
car and crashed. Phills was killed
instantly; Wesley faces two misdemeanor traffic charges.
Even though Phills died nearly a
month ago. the Hornets scheduled
the ceremony for Wednesday night
because the opponent was the
Cleveland Cavaliers. Phills spcnl his
first six NBA seasons playing for
Cleveland before signing a seven
year. $33 million contract with
Charlotte. He was in his third season
with the Hornets at the time of his
death
The ceremony included a video
tribute and the presentation of a
$135,000 check by his Charlolte
teammates to the Bobby Phills
Scholarship Fund. Framed jerseys
were presented to Phills' widow.
Kendall, and his parents. Bobby and
Mary Phills.
Kendall Phills presented a
$100,000 check to the scholarship
foundation.
"Therefore Bobby's dream will
never be retired." she said.

^Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
TAMPA BAY DEVIL RAYS—Signed Ol- Kenny Kelly
to a four-year contract.
National League
LOS ANGELES DODGERS—Named Sam Fernandez
senior vice president and general counsel and Shaun
Rachau assistant director, team travel.
NEW YORK METS—Agreed to termr. with Ol Juan
Lebron and RHP Dicky Gonzalez on one-year contracts.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Agreed to terms with RHP
Mark Leiter. RHP Danilo Leon. RHP Josias Manzanillo
and RHP Dave Stevens on minor-league contracts
FOOTBALL
CLEVELAND BROWNS—Released OT Lomas
Brown and CB Antonio Langham.
DETROIT LIONS—Re-signed FB Brock Olivo.
Signed DE Jermaine Benoit. LB Delaunta Cameron. CB
Chris Cummings, 1)1 Paul Spicer and DT Henry Taylor.
Released QB Jeff Fox.
GREEN BAY PACKERS—Named Larry Beightol
offensive line coach and Bo Pelini linebackers coach.
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS—Named John Bunting
linebackers coach. Mike McCarthy quarterbacks coach.
Rock Gullickson strength and conditioning coach. Evan
Marcus assistant strength coach and Winston Moss defensive assistant
NEW YORK JETS—Named Ray Hamilton defensive
line coach and Bob Sutton linebackers coach
ST. LOUIS RAMS—Promoted offensive line coach
John Matsko to assistant head coach and co-defensive
coordinator Peter Giunta to defensive coordinator. Named
Mike Haluchak linebackers coach.
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Released LB Lee
Woodall and DE Marvin Washington.
HOCKEY
ATLANTA THRASHERS—Activated . G Scott
Fankhouser and D Steve Slaois from injured reserve.
CAROLINA HURRICAM-S Assigned D David Tan
abe to Cincinnati of the IHL.
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS—Recalled D Sven Butcn
schon from Wilkcs-Barre of the All!..
TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Traded (' Darcy Tucker
and fourth-round draft pick in 2000 to Toronto for RW
Mike Johnson. D N^arek Posmyk and fifth- and sixthround draft picks in 2000 Recalled 0 Rich Parent from
Detroit of the IHL. Placed RW Robert Petrovicky on
injured reserve.

BUFFALO (5-18)
McKie 4-8 0-0 8. Foster 11-22 0-0 26. Alexeev 3-8 3-6 9. Vasiliev 3-8 009, Campbell 6-13 0-0 13. Smith 0-2 0-2 0. Kleidon l-l 1-2 3. Lawrence 01 0-0 0. Totals 28-63 4-10 68.

BOWLING GREEN (17-6)

I
4
7 1/2
9
11

15

.660
.565
.565
.531
.511
.396
.391
.217

4 1/2
4 1/2
6
7
12 1/2
12 1/2
20 1/2
GB

Pet
.646
.609

2
2 1/2
9
10 1/2
11 1/2
17 1/2

600
456
426
.408
.277

29-60 15-23 77.
Halftime—Bowling Green 46, Buffalo 40. 3-point goals—Buffalo 8-23
(Fostei 4-11. Vasiliev 3-6. Campbell 1-4. Alexeev 0-1. Lawrence 0-1),
Bowling Green 4-11 (Esterkamp 4-5. McLcod 0-3. Stacey 0-1. Jackson 0-1).
Fouled out—None. Rebounds—Buffalo 31 (McKie 10). Bowling Green 43
(Matela II). Assists—Buffalo 17 (Campbell 7). Bowling Green 13 (Pardon
7). Total fouls—Buffalo 19. Bowling Green II. A—2.367.

READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN!

TC CANCUN!

READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN!

I
I

NEWS
College
Basketball
Night!
Free Food, Fun,
and No Cover
with College ID.

Check Out
Tony's
Twisted
Tuesdays!

• Tongue •
only $40

• Oter 1,500 people die daily of cancer
• 564,000 people die yearly of cancer
• I or 2 men alive today U'ill get cancer
I of 3 women olive
tolas trill «et cancer

k

AAdBMCAN

READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN!

Trips Arranged
Through:

Every Monday is

Navel & Eyebrow
only $30

JMIMIO

• 1228600 neu1 cancer coses

Check out the BG News every day
this week for your chance to enter!
100 select papers on-campus will contain
entry forms each day!

18 & older Lounge and our Newly Added 21 & older
VIP Members Only Lounge!

Spring Break
Piercing Special

('.mcer facts: basal in 1998

READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN!

The Public is Always Welcome!

Tobacco Pipes &
accessories & Gift items
Tattoos & Piercings
in the Bank Vault

Daffodil Days
March 20th
didcnosea' each year

I -tcrkamp9-l3 1-3 23. Stacey 4-11 7-9 15. Klassen 1-3 0-0 2, Jackson
4-9 2-2 10. Mcl.eod 3-10 0-2 6. Matela 5-104-5 14. Pardon 3-4 1-2 7. Totals

TRIP FOR 2

A Different Theme
Each Week!

Every Wednesday is Amateur Night!
10pm $300 1st prize $100 2nd prize

Deiay

Hey Ladies!
Millennium
Men
March 26th

S

GB

Pet
.630
oOO
.542
.469
.438
.396
.313

Portland
37
II
.771
1/2
I.A. Lakers 36
II
.766
7 1/2
Sacramento 29
IX
.617
8
Seattle
30
20
.600
8 1/2
Phoenix
28
19
.596
24
Golden State 12
34
261
25 1/2
1 A Clippers II
36
.234
Thursday's Games
Minnesota at Phoenix. 9 p.m.
Vancouver at L.A. Clippers. 10:30 p.m
Denver at Sacramento. 10:30 p.m.
Friday's (.amis
No games scheduled
Saturday's Games
No games scheduled
Sunday's Game
All-Star Game at Oakland. Calif., 6:30 p.m.

BOWLING GREEN 77. BUFFALO 68

smm mAk

Hurry over now lo be
ready lor
Spring Break 2000!

Atlantic Division

W
I.
Miami
29
17
New York
28
18
Philadelphia 26
22
Orlando
23
26
Boston
21
27
New Jersey
19
29
Washington
15
Central Division
16
Indiana
31
Charlolte
26
20
Toronto
26
20
Milwaukee
26
23
24
23
Detroit
19
29
Cleveland
18
28
Atlanta
10
36
Chicago
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
17
San Antonio 31
IS
28
Utah
27
18
Minnesota
21
25
Denver
27
20
Dallas
29
Houston
20
13
34
Vancouver

135 S. Byrne Rd. Toledo 531-0079 www.deiavu.com
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National Basketball Association
At A Glance
By The Associated I'nss
All Times EST
EASTERN CONFERENCE

Box Score

»W1NA <

L i\'i<nfy- CcwxtiiMr
445 E. Wooster St.
! 353-5992 OR 354-5203

STANDINGS^

Wedncsdav's Sports Transactions
By The Associated Press

AND WIN!
READ AND WIN!
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Class Travel Intl.

BG
NEWS
Classified
Ads
372-6977
The BG NWs will noi kruminjtly
accept .IUMTUXMIU'MIS ih.it discrimi
naic. or encourage discrimination
against any individual 01 group on IDC
basis oi nee, s.-x. color, creed,religion,
national origin, lexual orientation, it.abiliiy, status as a veteran, or on ihe
basil '>t any other legally protected st.nnThc B(J News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found i<>
be defamatory, lacking in factual basis,
misleading oi lalse in nature. All
advertisements arc subject lo editing
and apprm.il

Campus Events
Attention Rising Seniors!
Applications now available for
Beyond BG scholarship
Pick yours up today at Mileti Alumni
Center or Financial Aid Office.
Due Fri Feb. 18, 2000 by 5pm.
Cultural immersion trip to the Navajo Reservation in (he high desen mountains ol
New Mexico & Arizona. May 7 to May 20
Earn credit hours. If interested, email
Brian Rose @ brose@bgnet.bgsu edu or
phono 352-7534
Delta Upsilon University ^Tourney II
When: Fob 10th
Where. Delta Upsilon House
$4 entry fee
50/50 prlie
Free rood, drink and fun
All BGSU students are welcome
Do you want to be a kid again?
Four Square Anyone?
Got Ftngerpaint?
BIG PLAYGROUND 2000
POSTER SALE
'Incredible Selection. 1000's of choices!

Where:
Student Services Forum
When:
Mon. Feb 14 thru Fri. Feb. 18
Time:
I0am-6pm
Sponsor:
UAO
'When we're gone visit us at
www postersale.com
'Check out our great posters and prices'
'MOST IMAGES ONLY $6, $7 AND S8!

READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN!

xa xa xa xa xa
Chi Omega Open Recruitment
Get ready tor spring
break & Valentine's Day!
Tuesday, February 8
Thursday. February 10
8-10 pm
Karaoke with the sisters
of Chi Omega

xa xa xa xa xa

Rush Delta Upsilon
'Character-Friendship-Culture-Justice'
The first and oldest
non-secretive fraternity.
Formal Rush Dates:
Thurs. 10th 7:30pm-9:00pm
Fri. 11th7:00pm-9:00pm

Travel
#1 Spring Break Vacations' Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas. Florida. Best Prices
Guaranteed! Free Parties & Cover charges! Spaces limited, book now! All major
credit cards accepted' 1 -800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
""Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 Nights $279! Includes Meals & Free
Parlies! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
spnngbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386.
—ACJJ1QW! LAST CHANCE TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR SPRING
BREAK! DISCOUNTS FOR 6 OR MORE!
SOUTH PADRE. CANCUN, JAMAICA,
BAHAMAS. ACAPULCO, FLORIDA &
MARDI GRAS. REPS. NEEDED.TRAVEL FREE 800-838-8203
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM
"Spring Break Panama City S129! Boardwalk Room w/kitchen Next to Clubs! 7
parties-Free Drinks! Daylona $149! South
Beach $159! Cocoa Beach $179!
spnngbreaktravel com 1 -800-678-6386.
SPRING BREAK 5000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT. THE "FUN
PLACE"! HOME OF THE WORLD S
LARGEST KEG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS,
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS. 3
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE, WATER
SLIDE, HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB, MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

Personals
AOII " AOII * AOII ■ AOII
Come meet the sisters ot AOII and
experience the Power ol Friendship!
Open Recruitment Feb. 8 & 10
8:00-8:45 & 9:00-9:45.
Hope to see you there!
Are you worried about your weight?
New, Confidential Group
Take a Bite
and on the move for health & joy
will encourage healthy eating & exercise
and positive body image
Meeting Wednesdays from 3:30-5
Room 170 Wellness Connection
372-9355

READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN!

READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN!

Winners Will Receive:
Airfare from Detroit
to Cancun
• Lodging (quad occupancy)
in a beachfront hotel
• 5 hours of parties each day
Winner will be responsible for 570 taxes
and 517 insurance.

The Society
of
Professional Journalists

xa Cfn
Simna (Defta
invites all journalism majors
to its first meeting
February 16, 6 p.m.
Find out what SPJ can offer you
Q E-mailed Job Listings
U The Quill journalism magazine
□ National Convention, Regional Confernces
and Specialized Workshops
And Much More!
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Want to do something memorablefor your Vcdmtine:
The BG News has the solution!
Show your sweetheart how much you care
with a Valentine's Day Personal in the BG News!

dal

Come to 204
Help Wanted
tlOANHOURIIl
We're looking for enthusiastic people who
enjoy talking on the phone!!
'No selling required!!
'Fun work environment
'Part-time Mon-Thurs: 5-9pm
Sat 9am-12pm
'Industry leader:
IBUQBEEil-CHEMLAVyN
Call Jon at 874-3575 or 874-5004
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains, PA.
Lohikan, 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com.

&>%<***
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NEWS
Personals

Personals

Confidential Eating Dltordtr Group
Women at all stages ol recovery
group support & encouragement
confidential interactive discussions.
Every Tuesday 74:30pm
Women's Center, Hanna Hall 108
Student Health Service, Judy Miller
372-7425 for more info.

Turning Points
An informal discussion group about
eating disorders, weight issues, and
normal eating Beginning Wed.. Feb. 16
3 30-5:00pm lor 7 sessions
To register call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by Counseling Center
and Student Health Service

Desperately Seeking Stranger:
I'd really like to get to know you. I'm sure
your Mom would approve. Please meet
me at Founders on Monday February
14th. Ill be there from 4 30pm to 7pm I'll
be the one wearing the pink carnation.
•Still Interested at Founders

Worried about pregnancy??
Elfifl Pregnancy Tests Conlidential and
Caring 354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center.
www bgnews com www bgnews com

Every 12 seconds blood is needed
Give blood and make a difference
in someone's life.
Student Services Forum.
11-5 today/tomorrow.
Hey ladies' Valentine's Day is coming
soon, feel like you need a new look?
Looking into Mary Kay. Check out
www mymk com/ddomanski for new products.
Just click to learn how to save lives!
www bgsu edu/organizations/red-cross
Kaopi Alpha Spring FtocnjHmtini
Rush Dates Wed. Feto 9 730-9:30
Thurs. Feb. 10 7:30-9:30.
Many fraternities, one order.
New Group Forming Now!
Does someone you care about have a
problem with alcohol or other drugs?
Want to learn new & effective ways of
coping? A 6-week education group is
forming now. If you want to learn more
about this group call Carrie Belair at the
Weilness Connection 372-WELL (9355).
Only 2 days left to save lives
by giving blood!
Stop by the new Red Cross
Blood dnve location:
Student Services Forum,
today/tomorrow. 11-5,
Roses are red. violets are blue,
Valentines Day sucks and couples do too
Come to the 2nd annual
Couples Suck Party on Thurs. from
8-10pm in the Harshman Activity Room
Sponsored by Bacchus
IK a Sigma Kappa * IK
Congratulations to Sigma Kappa's
scholarship sister of the week,
Allison Jenner
IK * Sigma Kappa ' IK

Looking for a past issue of
the BG NEWS?
Checkout the BG News archives on
the web at:
WWW BGNEWS COM
www bgr,e*s con tvww Lgr-ews com

Wanted
1 Rmt for sum 00 & yr 00-01 M/F Close
to campus & downtown, washer & dryer,
own room. $260/mth, no utls. Call 3533410, Mary or Jasmine.
1-2 suWsrs. needed. No sec. dep. Furn.
2 bdrrn apt. $275 mo. per person plus
gas 4 elec. 610 2nd St. #D. Avail, immed.
Lease Aug 2000 Kim at 353-8259.
Female roommate for Perrysburg Titlest
Club Dogs Ok. ASAP call 354-3229.
Subleaser for 1 bedroom apt.. 1 block
from campus Dogs, cats, etc OK ASAP.
Call 354-3229

Help Wanted
$1Q AN HOUR t COMMISSION.!!.
TRUGREEN-CHEMLAWN is currently
looking for senous minded candidates
who seek to make good money while
improving their communication skills
through telephone sales Full and
part-time positions available!!
Call Jon at 874-5004 or fax resume to
874-7107 to see how
TRUGREEN-CHEMLAWN can help you
further your career!!

Are you connected? Internet users wanted. $500-51500/week. 888-800-6339 ext
1149, leave email address.
Aspiring Writers
Inform. Expose
Provoke, Explain
Tell, Ask. Vent. Change
an online college community
email: earnQmamcampus com
$25 per article!
Babysitter needed. Looking for energetic,
loving, female college student to babysit
my 2 sons, ages 4 1/2 and 2 in our home
in Perrysburg. Would like someone 1
morning/week either Mon. or Wed. from
9.30am-1 '30pm to help out on other days
or nights when appointments come up. If
you would be interested in this position,
please contact me immediately for an interview at 419-872-0642, References will
be required.
Camp Staff wanted, all-girt resident camp
near Akron, OH. assistant camp director,
counselors, cooks, lifeguards, and horse
staff. Must en)oy outdoor living & working
with children. Salary plus room & board
Call 800-852-4474 or email
miriam@wrgscorg.
Cigar shop located in Maumee, OH lookingfor pt. time help. For info call 419-8910109. ask for Matt.
Dancers wanted - Toledo's newest club
Part-time and Full-time
No exp. necessary, will train
419-476-6640
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5 00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks
Fraternities " Sororities'
Clubs * Student Groups
Student organizations earn
$1.000-$2,000 with the easy
campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event No sales required.
Fundraismg dales are filling quickly, so
call today! Contact campusfundraiser.com
(888) 923-3238, or visit

slu ndfaiser.com

Flower Power.
Daffodils fijhtiru) Cancer
March 2©

Help Wanted

West Hall to

1

place your ad or

Groovy dude Get paid while you surf the
internet* Its that easy with no gimmicks
www.groovydude.com

LEADfiUNUEl

Enjoy outdoor work?
IHUGJ*Ej!tt-£H£MLAW_N has openings
for lead runners who will utilize their own
vehicles for running estimates on
residential properties Gas
reimbursements given. $8mour. Call Jon
at 874-5004
Lifeguards and Beach Vendors
Needed in
North Myrtle Beach
For the Summer Season
Will train, no experience
necessary' Fill out an application at
www.nsbslifeguards.com
Or call (843)-272-3259

Tht
ii Toledo Blade Restaurant Critic.
May 14,1999:

I've long argued

-thalth.

best eatery

between Toledo
and Columbus

for more
' ro Missing A^

information.

T5> can<M
Bobby]

l
I

NEED EXPERIENCE (and money?) Join
a fast, fun and growing company as your
campus representative. Flexible hours,
responsibilities and competitive pay. No
experience, just personality needed Visit
www.mybytes com/StudentRep for more
information and to fill out an online application.

w • to.oo

NEWS

SUMMER JOBS
Female and male counselors needed
for top children's camp in Maine.
Top salary, room/board/laundry, clothing
& travel allowance provided. Must love
children and have skill in one or more of
the following activities: archery, arts 4
crafts (ceramics, stained glass, jewelry),
basketball, canoeing, kayaking, dance
(tap, pomte & jazz), field hockey, golf,
gymnastics (instructors & qualified spotters), horseback riding/English hunt seat.
lacrosse, digital photography, videographer. piano accompianisi.
pioneering/camp craft, ropes (challenge
course, 25 stations), sailing, soccer, softball, tennis, theatre, theatre technicians
(set design, costumer), track & field, volleyball, waterskiing (slalom, trick, barefoot, jumping), W S.IVSwim instructors,
windsurfing Also opportunities for nurses.
HTML/web design and secretaries.
CAMP VEGA FOR GIRLS!
COME SEE US!
www.campvega.com
E-mail: Jobs0campvega.com
Call 1-800-838-VEGA
We will be on your campus Tuesday.
March 28. 2000-Olscamp Hall Rm 104
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
FROM 10AM-4PM.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.
Telephone order clerks full/part-time
$6.00/hr. guaranteed. Daily bonus avail
Start immediately 353-8705
WANTED: 50 people senous about losing
weight. 100% natural-Guaranteed.
1 -888-603-7536-www.vim-and-vigor.com

2

*2 • $20.00

For Sale
89 Honda Accord. Great cond . loaded,
auto, air, cruise, Pwr everything, 150K
hwy mil. 1 owner, water tread tires.
$4200. 352-2686. Iv msg.
"95 Plymouth Neon sport sedan. 4 dr. auto, 47K mi, pwr wheel/lock, air, ABS, flipup roof, full options, very good cond.
$4800. 353-4525 or 352-2297
Apple Power Macintosh G3 system Power Mac desktop-loaded. Apple 14" display. Ext zip drive. Laser writer LSW/extra toner cart. UMax color scanner. Extra
software. Total system 5-7 mo old For
more info call Brian 372-3962

THE
TANNING
CENTER

Jpiv J LOCATIONS

For sale. Jeep Cherokee Laredo 1987.
177.000 miles, many new parts, $2,000
negotiable 354-3157
HONDAS FROM S29/mo Police
impounds! 0 down. 24 mo. at 19 9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558
LOOK GREAT FOR SPRING BREAK!
Natural weight loss and health products!
Call 1-888-303-1535 or
www.theidealyou.com
Macintosh Performa 6400 computer
$450 obo Includes monitor, keyboard,
printer available lor extra Call 372-2862
SONY CDX-71RF Car 10 Disc Changer
Brand new. Asking S300 Contact Jason
353-1709

For Rent
"Houses, Apts . Rooms 0001 S.Y."
Houses; 916 3rd St., 6 bed -new carpet
307 1/2 E. Reed-3BR, washer/dryer
211 E Reed, Up or Down-New Carpet
326 Leroy Up or Down
321 E. Merry ND-New Flooring
Apartments; 311 316 E Merry. 2-Bed
AND MORE Call 353-0325 9-9.
Listings 24 hrs 316 E Merry «3

1.2,3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
2 bedroom unfurnished apt. $550/mo.
incl. util. Deposit required Available May
15-1 year lease 1/2 block from campus
Phone 686-6541

Tan Til' Spring Break for
$25 (Bod) $30 (Booth)

or
10 Bod Visits $20 8 Booth Visits $20
Expire* 2/21/00

I THE WASH HOI SE
SOITIISIDE LAI^OROMAT
THE HEAT
I 248 N. MAIN ST.
993 S. MAIN
904 E. WOOSIER
|
354-1559
353-8826
352-3588
|
■ 10 BEDS/2 BOOTHS
5 BEDS/I BOOTH
SBtos
■
•BGs LARGEST"
CLOSEST TO CAMPIS .
CKLEBRATlNCi OCR MTII^NNIVKRSAR.^ — — — J

Call 353-5800

2-4 subleasers needed May-August
S545/mth . elec. only No sec deposit
352-9568
3 bdrrn. duplex on Third St. lor the next
school year Call 352-4773.
449 S Enterpnse-Unf or Furn One BR
Avail until Aug S330 plus gas and elec.
725 Ninth-Unf. One BR Pet allowed
Avail, until Aug S365 plus electric
245 N Prospect-Unf One BR Avail until
Aug S375 plus gas and elec
204 1/2 W Poe-Unf One BR. Avail, until
Aug S320 plus utilities
610 Second-Furn. Two BR, Avail, un'il
Aug $550 plus gas and elec.
Call JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
RENTAL OFFICE-354-2260
319 E Wooster Street, Bowling Green
Apt's avail, tor summer or fall. Can
more into and pricing 601 3rd, 704 5th,
710 71h. 352-3445 (2 bdrrn. tumished
avail now)
Apts lor 2000-2001 school year
1 to 3 person - 12 mo. leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd SI gdhov©wcnet org 354-9740
FALL 200072001. Now leasing
1 bdrrn starts $395 » elec/lree heat
2 bdrrn starts $545 « elec/free heat
WD facil.. AC. parxing/walk-m closet,
furn /unfurn renovated, quiet. No pets.
House for rent Own bdrrn. $220/mo. *
utilities Contact Jason at 353-7042
Houses for rent: All 12 month leases, tenants pay utilities, security deposit S parental guarantees.
730 Elm-2 BR, $475/mo. avail. May 1
316 Ridge(Front) -2 BR, $600
avail May 23
217 S College-3 BR. $630 avail May 23
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
after 5 00pm
Subleaser wanted for 1 bdrrn. apt. til May
31st. Very spacious, free cable. Call 937849-6289 or 353-5800

2 BR apt near downtown/campus Pet
ok. Washer, yard Sublease through August Start dale flexible Rent negotiable
372-9486 or 354-2910

WIN $100 CASH FOR SPRING BREAK!

Management Inc.
HillsdulcApts. 1082 Fairview.
1-2 bedroom. 9 1/2- 12 mo.
Leases. Start at $380.

For Rent

For Sale

1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning ol May of 2000
352-7454

IK * Sigma Kappa * IK
Congratulations to Sigma Kappa's sister
of the week. Danielle Markel.
IK * Sigma Kappa * IK

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

call 372-6977

J
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Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
Panama $139
Florida $149
CMy-li.ni.il ma.—a—mam.

f «■». • OHM SM» toac* Cam IMV

Canon & Jamaica $439
• «•*■ • *» - KM • MM tod * JO Hfl m OiMol

ipnngbirivliiravtl.com - Our 13th Year!

«i$

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe,
Studios 1 bdrrn. laundry on site.
Starts at $250

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
wwvv.supplemcntal.com

READ AND WIN; READ AND W!

W

1-800-678-6386

READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!
READ AND WIN! READ AND WIN!

HIGHLAND

Call 353-5800

MANAGEMENT
130 E Washington Sircet. Rolling Green. < >h.

419 354-6036

Management Inc.
Greenbeavcr Apt. 642 S College
2 bdrrn; Allows pets (extra $)

ATTN: (irad Students

starting at $460
Call 353-5800

Now Leasing
for

DAYTOHABEACH

.'

Daytona Beach Resort
ill IIIIIIIK! IIHII
oo
s
Price* startl

Fall 2000
Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
1 bdrrn BRAND NEW
Starts at $400
Call 353-5800

The Highland!
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry
facilities in bldg

a/c. quiet From $395 mo
Jay-Mar Apti.
803-815 8th St.
quiet, spacious, laundry
facilities in bldg, a/c
gas heat From $475 mo.

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St..
I bdrrn. Remodeled.
Starts at $400

5<-' 89

Vila) 3/12-3/31(00

800-654-6216

Visit is it www.dirloMboclirctorr.coii

Management Inc.
Slop t>> our office ■ 1045 N. Main SI
for compkK tilling or Call J3.1-58O0
»»w wcnfl pigy-nKcqi

1.800.426.7710

sunsplashtours.com

I

BG

Look for entry forms inserted
randomly in campus editions of ,
the BG News all this week!
NEWS

I
'iW-a-MJ-aUj-j
.'■'
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We'll take are ol you.
Best price, well maintained,
privacy & dead bolt security, targe
apartments
f

\^

Call 354-6036
From 9:00 - 5:00
www.wcnel.ora/-hlghlind

Senor Frog's
Spring Break
Kick-Off Dinner
Pizza Party at
La Boom
5+ Hours Every
Day of PART16S.
BEV6RAG6S. DJ s.
Bands and Prizes
Totaling over 50
hours of Free Parties
• After Hours Party Schedule
• Round Trip Airfare
• 7 Nights in Quality Hotels
• Airport/Hotel Transfers at
Destination
• Welcome Orientation Briefing
• Daily Maid Service / Bellman
Gratuities
• Hotel and Airport Arrival /
Departure Assistance
• 24 hour On-site Staff Assistance
• Roommate Pricing Protection
• Convenient Customer Relations
Hours
■ Individual Reservation
Confirmations
• Travel and Payment Deferral
Program
■ On Time Flight Protection Plan
• Lowest Price and Best Value
Guarantee

GlmB Travel Intl
www.classtravelintl .corn
furi@clasj3traveIintl.corn
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